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Mr. Hasan Mahmood Raja
Chairman
Board of Trustees
United International University

I am very happy to know that Department of Computer Science and Engineering, United
International University (UIU), is going to organize the 8th International Conference on Software,
Knowledge, Information Management and Applications (SKIMA 2014) to be held from 18 to 20
December 2014 in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
I also came to learn that along with this conference there will be a joint meeting among the project
partners of EU funded cLINK, FUSION, gLINK and SmartLink projects. UIU has been engaged
with EU funded projects for the last few years and has become one of the Asian partners in eLINK,
StrongTies, cLINK, INTACT, FUSION and LEADERS projects.
The Board of Trustees of UIU always encourages and welcomes this sort of international
collaboration and research oriented activities. I hope through this conference UIU will have more
opportunities to work in broader perspective with European Universities. This conference will work
as a bridge between Asian and European universities for more collaboration in future.
I welcome all the project partners to UIU for a very successful joint meeting with the outcome of
future collaboration between the Asian and EU universities in R & D activities, in student and
faculty exchange program and in adopting the best practices.
I wish a grand success to this 3-day long SKIMA 2014 conference with a view to exchange
innovative ideas among researchers participating from home and abroad. Finally, I would like to
convey my special thanks to all the organizers, sponsors and co-sponsors for their support and
cooperation.
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Prof. M. Rezwan Khan
Vice Chancellor
United International University

Information Technology is undergoing rapid transformation penetrating in every sphere of life.
Going beyond technical applications, IT has become an essential tool for knowledge storage and
sharing. Along with increased volume of knowledge storage, data mining and management of
information is becoming a major challenge. I appreciate the timely organization of the 8th
International Conference on Software, Knowledge, Information Management and Applications
(SKIMA 2014) by Department of Computer Science and Engineering of United International
University. SKIMA is a well established conference going round the world every year and we are
very happy to organize it. Different universities from the European Union has joined hand with us
as co-organizers and we are grateful to the European Union funded Erasmus Mundus Program for
their support. I strongly feel that this conference is an opportunity for the local researchers to
interact their international counterpart which will immensely help to foster a bridge between the
researchers in the field at home and abroad sustaining a long lasting research relationship. I wish
every success of the conference.
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Dr. Pran Kanai Saha
Chair, IEEE Bangladesh Section
Professor, Dept. of EEE, BUET

It is a great pleasure for me to know that the The 8th International Conference on Software,
Knowledge, Information Management and Applications (SKIMA 2014) is going to be organized by
the United International University, Bangladesh on 18-20 December, 2014. IEEE Bangladesh
Section is delighted to be the technical cosponsor of this highly regarded conference. On behalf of
IEEE Bangladesh Section I would like to welcome all the authors, presenters and participants to the
conference.
IEEE, being the world's largest professional association is dedicated to advancing technological
innovation and excellence for the benefits of humanity. IEEE and its members inspire a global
community through IEEE's highly cited publications, conferences, technology standards, and
professional and educational activities. The IEEE Bangladesh Section is working persistently to
promote engineering education and advanced research on ICT in Bangladesh since 1993.
I believe that SKIMA 2014 will successfully serve the purpose of creating an environment of
co-operation and collaboration among the scholars, researchers and experts of home and abroad
through the exchange of knowledge. I express my sincere gratitude to all the sponsors, different
committees, international advisers and other whose sincere efforts are the key factors for the
success of this conference. IEEE Bangladesh Section will always be with all to support the
technical needs for the advancement of technology for Humanity.
I wish SKIMA 2014 all the success

Dr. Pran Kanai Saha
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Prof. Alamgir Hossain
Conference Co-Chair
Anglia Ruskin University
East Road, Cambridge, CB1 1PT, UK

Prof. Chowdhury Mofizur Rahman
Conference Co-Chair
United International University
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Dear Delegates, Faculty, & EU Project Partners,
On behalf of the conference organising committee of the SKIMA2014, it is our distinct pleasure to
invite you to the 8th International Conference on Software, Knowledge, Information Management
and Applications at Dhaka, Bangladesh. On December 18-20, hundreds of research students,
researchers, academics, members of EU projects and delegates will gather to share in meaningful
discussions, exchange ideas on advanced IT research, and develop global network for further
collaboration for future academic and research activities.
Our technical program is rich and varied with 7 keynote speeches and around 80 technical papers
split between 3 parallel oral sessions each day. Besides, there is a workshops session on EU
projects and future collaboration. This year we selected our keynote speakers from our project
leading EU universities in order develop our understanding about the scopes of research and
academic programmes in Europe and also to extend our networking and collaboration.
As conference co-chairs of the SKIMA2014, we know that the success of the conference depends
ultimately on the many people who have worked with us in planning and organizing both the
technical program and supporting social arrangements. In particular, we thank the Program Chairs
for their excellent timely review works and organisation of technical program. We also thank to the
organising university (United International University) and sponsors who have helped us to keep
down the costs of SKIMA 2014 for all participants. Recognition should go to the Local Organizing
Committee members who have all worked extremely hard for the conference programs and social
activities.
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Prof. Dr. Mohammad Shafiul Alam
Organizing Committee Co-Chair
Dept. of EEE
University of Dhaka

Prof. Dr. Hasan Sarwar
Organizing Committee Co-Chair
Dept. of CSE
United International University

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we are delighted to invite you to participate in The 8th
International Conference on Software, Knowledge, Information Management and Applications
(SKIMA 2014) in Dhaka, the city of the Mughals known for its heritage and hospitality.
The conference aims to bring together researchers and experts in Knowledge Management,
Software Engineering and Information Systems to share their ideas, experiences and insights. We
welcome researchers and practitioners from research institutions, R&D enterprise services and
governmental organizations to exchange innovative contributions around the conference topics. It
will feature plenary speeches, industrial panel sessions, funding agency panel sessions, interactive
sessions, and invited special sessions. Contributions are expected from academia, industry and
government funding councils.
The local organizing committee, under the valuable guidance of our General Co-Chairs and
Advisors, has been very active and arrangements are well under way to ensure that the 8th SKIMA
2014 is a resounding success. Organizing committee has selected the premise of United
International University, one of the best places at the heart of Dhaka city, as conference venue
equipped with all modern facilities. However, the most meticulously organized program and
extracurricular activities will be nothing without your active participation and support. It is our
humble and sincere request to you all to come forward with your contributions by way of your
presence.
The organizing committee has left no stone unturned to ensure that the conference turns out to be an
occasion from which all of you carry back long lasting memories of not just scientific excellence
but also warm hospitality.
During the conference the weather in Dhaka will be pleasant and we are all keenly looking forward
to welcoming you in the great city you to make your stay pleasant and productive.
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Day 1: December 18, 2014 (Thursday)
09:30 – 10:00
10:00 – 11:00

11:00 – 11:30
11:30 – 13:00

13:00 – 14:00
14:00 – 15:00

15:00 – 15:20
15:20 – 16:20

Evening

Inaugural Session
EU Session
EU Speaker 15 minutes
EU Project Leaders 7X4 minutes for each project
Sharing of mobility Experience (7X2 minutes)
Tea Break
Keynote Speech 1: Dr. András Gábor, “Integrated Approach For Process-based Corporate
Knowledge Extraction And Transfer”.
Keynote Speech 2: Prof. Hongnian Yu, “Activity recognition of elderly people”
Keynote Speech 3: Dr.-Ing. Ingrid Rügge, “Disciplinary Aspects of Dynamics in Logistics”
Lunch Break
Keynote Speech 4: Prof. Keshav Dahal, “Trust Management in Distributed Systems: Defense against
Misbehaving Players”
Keynote Speech 5: Prof. Alamgir Hossain, “Plug-in Nature-Inspired Intelligence to Your Research
for Smart Solutions”
Tea Break
Keynote Speech 6: Dr. Nauman Aslam, “A Perspective into Applications and Research Challenges
of Smart Wireless Sensor Networks”
Keynote Speech 7: Dr. Chantal Cherifi, “Benefits of Semantics and Network Science on Business
Process Management”
Conference Banquette at Royal Buffet (http://royalbuffetbd.com/), Dhamondi, Dhaka.

Day 2: December 19, 2014 (Friday)
09:00 – 10:20

10:20 – 10:40
10:40 – 12:40
12:40 – 14:20
14:20 – 16:00

16:00 – 16:20
16:20 – 18:20

1A
Multidisciplinary Intelligent
Systems
Tea Break
Tutorial by NewsCred
Lunch and Prayer Break
2A
Bangla Computing
Tea Break
3A
Robotics and Fuzzy Logic Based
Systems

1B
Network and Wireless
Communication Systems - I

1C
Data Mining and Machine
Learning - I

2B
Network and Wireless
Communication Systems - II

2C
Image Processing and
Applications

3B
Hardware, Systems and
Simulation

3C
Data Mining and Machine
Learning - II

4B
AI: Search, Planning and
Optimization

4C
Embedded and Smart Phone
based Systems

5B
Bio-infomatics and
Bio-medical Engineering
Applications

5C
Distributed Systems

Day 3: December 20, 2014 (Saturday)
09:00 – 10:40

10:40 – 11:00
11:00 – 13:00

13:00 – 14:00
Rest of the day

4A
Software Engineering and
Process Development
Tea Break
5A
Ontology, Mapping, Production
Engineering and Manufacturing
Process
Lunch Break
Tour
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Day 2: December 19, 2014 (Friday)

Sessions 1A
Time: 09:00 -10:20
Venue: Room-206
Multidisciplinary Intelligent Systems
1

Effectiveness of Weighted Graph of Schema to Aid
the Minimization and Measurement of Schema
Complexity. (Paper Id: 26)

Golam Md. Muradul Bashir, Arpita Howlader, Ishrat
Shemu and Esrat Ety

08

2

A Cellular Automaton Model for Hypoxia Effects on
Tumour Growth Dynamics. (Paper Id: 80)

08

3

Simulation Analysis on Effectiveness of Nonlinear
Ultrasound Imaging using Cyst Phantom.
(Paper Id: 156)

Mohammad A Al-Mamun, Srisukkham Worawut,
Dewan M Farid, Alamgir Hossain, Charles Fall and
Rosemary Bass
Tasnim Azad, Md. Rashedul Islam and ABM Aowlad
Hossain

4

An Approach to provide security to unstructured Big
Data. (Paper Id: 112)

Md Rafiqul Islam and Md Ezazul Islam

10

09

Sessions 1B
Time: 09:00 -10:20
Venue: Room-210
Network and Wireless Communication Systems - I
1

Compact Triple C Shaped Microstrip Patch Antenna
for WLAN, WiMAX & Wi-Fi Application at 2.5 GHz.
(Paper Id: 9)

Diponkor Dutta, Avijit Hira, Fahim Asjad and Tarique
Ibne Haider

10

2

LP-ESAR: Lifetime Prediction based Energy Saving
Routing Algorithm for MANET (Paper Id: 94)

Hindol Bhattacharya, Samiran Chattopadhyay and
Matangini Chattopadhyay

11

3

Trusted and Secured Routing in MANET: An
Improved Approach. (Paper Id: 102)

Kefayat Ullah, Rajib Das, Prodipto Das and Bipul
Syam Purkayastha

11

4

Security of SIP-Based Infrastructure against
Malicious Message Attacks. (Paper Id: 123)

Ajay Kumar Shrestha

12
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Sessions 1C
Time: 09:00 -10:20
Venue: Room-211
Data Mining and Machine Learning - I
1

FPGA Based Leaf Chlorophyll Estimating Regression Model. (Paper Id: 29)

Md. Imran Khan and Raktim Kumar Mondol

12

2

Phonetic Feature Based ASR Incorporating GramSchmidt Normalization. (Paper Id: 50)

Mohammed Rokibul Alam Kotwal, Foyzul Hassan,
Nusrat Jahan and Mohammad Nurul Huda

13

3

An Efficient Abnormal Beat Detection Scheme from
ECG Signals using Neural Network and Ensemble
Classifiers. (Paper Id: 76)

Diptangshu Pandit, Li Zhang, Chengyu Liu, Nauman
Aslam, Alamgir Hossain and Samiran Chattopadhyay

13

4

A Hybrid System for Forecasting Stock Price
Variations in the Stock Market. (Paper Id: 100)

Dhananjaya Rajasinghe, Nuwan Weerapperuma,
Neranjan Wijesinghe, Kasun Rathnayake and Lasantha
Senevirathna

14

Sessions 2A
Time: 14:20 -16:00
Venue: Room-206
Bangla Computing
1

Effect of HMM States on Bangla Automatic Speech
Recognition. (Paper Id: 107)

Tanzila Akter Bably, Selina Parveen, Sanjana Fahrin,
Mohammed Rokibul Alam Kotwal and Mohammad
Nurul Huda

14

2

Two-Handed Hand Gesture Recognition for Bangla
Sign Language using LDA and ANN. (Paper Id: 139)

Rahat Yasir and Riasat Azim Khan

15

3

Speech Synthesis for Bangla Text to Speech Conversion. (Paper Id: 118)

Mohammad Yasir Arafat, Sanjana Fahrin, Md. Asraf
Siddique, Afsana Khan, Mohammed Rokibul Alam
Kotwal and Mohammad Nurul Huda

15

4

Features based Semantic Analyzer for Parsing Bangla
Complex and Compound Sentences. (Paper Id: 183)

Parijat Prashun Purohit, Mohammed Moshiul Hoque and
Mohammad Kamrul Hasaan

15
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Sessions 2B
Time: 14:20 -16:00
Venue: Room-210
Network and Wireless Communication Systems - II
1

Technology Survey of Wireless Communication for
In-vehicle Applications. (Paper Id: 133)

Md. Ansarul Haque and Md. Delwar Hossain

16

2

Fiber to the Antenna: Solution in
Integrated Optical and Wireless Networks.
(Paper Id: 210)

Fahimul Haque, Sheri Jahan Chowdhury, Sheikh
Shazeed Ahsan, Zamiur Rahman and Mohammed
Zamshed Ali

16

3

Freeman Chain Code with Digits of Unequal Cost.
(Paper Id: 16)

Sohag Kabir, Tanzima Azad and A S M Ashraful Alam

17

4

Energy Efficient OFDM Based Optical Network.
(Paper Id: 121)

Md. Siam Uddin, Dr. R. K. Nondy Nondy, Jakia
Sultana, A. T. M. Tarek and Md. Azizul Hakim

17

5

Investigation on EBG Structures: A Critical Analysis
to optimize the performance of Asymmetric CoupleLine Bandpass Filter. (Paper Id: 148)

Shakhawat Parvez, Nazmus Sakib and Md. Nurunnabi
Mollah

18

Sessions 2C
Time: 14:20 -16:00
Venue: Room-211
Image Processing and Applications
1

Image Processing Based Feature Extraction of
Bangladeshi Banknotes. (Paper Id: 128)

Zahid Ahmed, Sabina Yasmin, Md Nahidul Islam and
Raihan Uddin Ahmed

18

2

Fast and Efficient Iris Segmentation Approach Based
on Morphology and Geometry Operation.
(Paper Id: 194)

Tanvir Zaman Khan, Prajoy Podder and Md. Foisal
Hossain

19

3

An Algorithm to Detect and Identify Defects of
Industrial Pipes Using Image Processing.
(Paper Id: 89)

Md. Ashraful Alam, M M Naushad Ali, Musaddeque
Anwar Al Abedin Syed, Nawaj Sorif and Md. Abdur
Rahaman

19

4

Implementation of Simplified Normalized Cut Graph
Partitioning Algorithm on FPGA for Image Segmentation. (Paper Id: 114)

Shumit Saha, Kazi Hasan Uddin, Md. Shajidul Islam,
Md. Jahiruzzaman and A. B. M. Awolad Hossain

20

Khalid Hussain, Shanto Rahman, Khaled Shah,
Mohammad Abdullah-Al-Wadud and Mohammad
Shoyaib

20

5 Dark Image Enhancement by Locally Transformed
Histogram. (Paper Id: 185)
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Sessions 3A
Time: 16:20 – 18:20
Venue: Room-206
Robotics and Fuzzy Logic Based Systems
1

Intelligent Appearance and Shape based Facial
Emotion Recognition for a Humanoid Robot.
(Paper Id: 19)

Kamlesh Mistry, Li Zhang, Siew Chin Neoh, Ming
Jiang, Alamgir Hossain and Benoît Lafon

21

2

Mongol Barota : A Next Generation Rover.
(Paper Id: 84)

Md. Kishwar Shafin and Co Authors

21

3

Command the Computer with Your Eye: An
Electrooculography Based Approach. (Paper Id: 167)

Shazzad Hossain, Kristie Huda and Mohiuddin Ahmad

22

4

Diagnosis of Kidney Disease Using Fuzzy Expert
System. (Paper Id: 129)

Shakil Ahmed, Md. Tanzir Kabir, Navid Tanzeem
Mahmood and Mohammad Rashedur Rahman

22

5

A Fuzzy Based Recommendation System with
Collaborative Filtering. (Paper Id:135)

Md. Mahfuzur Rahman Siddiquee, Naimul Haider and
Mohammad Rashedur Rahman

23

6

Fuzzy Logic Based MPPT Approach in a Grid
Connected Photovoltaic System. (Paper Id: 136)

Rajib Baran Roy, Md. Enamul Basher, Rojoba Yasmin
and Md. Rokonuzzaman

23

Sessions 3B
Time: 16:20 – 18:20
Venue: Room-210
Hardware, Systems and Simulation
1

A Stability Analysis of Discrete-time Interconnected
Systems with Mixed Passivity. (Paper Id: 23)

Negative-Imaginary and Small-gain Properties, Md.
Arifur Rahman, Abdullah Al Mamun and Kui Yao

24

2

Adaptive Resonance Compensation with the Application to Hard Disk Drive. (Paper Id: 24)

Md. Arifur Rahman, Abdullah Al Mamun and Kui Yao

24

3

Robust nonlinear control for a networked thermal
process with radiation compensation. (Paper Id: 33)

Dongyun Wang, Lin Li, Shengjin Wen, Haiguan Wang,
Wudai Liao and Junming Xiao

24

4

Transient Analysis of Unreliable M/M/n/n Queueing
System. (Paper Id: 98)

Gyan Bahadur Thapa, Ram Prasad Ghimire and Sushil
Ghimire

25

5

Robust RGB Color Image Watermarking Scheme
Based on DWT-SVD and Chaotic System.
(Paper Id: 147)

Md. Moniruzzaman, Md. Abul Kayum Hawlader and
Md. Foisal Hossain

25

6

FPGA Implementation of High Performance Fast Page
Mode Dynamic Random Access Memory.
(Paper Id: 170)

Prajoy Podder, Mehedi Hasan and Tanvir Zaman Khan

26
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Sessions 3C
Time: 16:20 – 18:20
Venue: Room-211
Data Mining and Machine Learning – II
1

Web Mining to Generate Multimodal Learning
Materials for Children with Special Needs.
(Paper Id: 116)

Anukha Wagley, Moniruzzaman Bhuiyan, Parven
Akhter, Keshav Dahal and Alamgir Hossain

26

2

URWF: User Reputation based Weightage Framework for Twitter Micropost Classification.
(Paper Id: 55)

Asad Bukhari, Usman Qamar and Ume Ghazia

27

3

Dynamic Student Assessment to Advocate
Personalized Learning Plan. (Paper Id: 143)

Ahmad Sofian Shminan

27

4

Feature Selection and Intrusion Classification in NSL
KDD Cup 99 Dataset Employing SVMs.
(Paper Id: 180)

Muhammad Shakil Pervez and Dewan M Farid

28

5

Educational Data Mining: A Mining Model for
Developing Students' Programming Skills.
(Paper Id: 217)

Asraful Alam Pathan, Mehedi Hasan, Md. Ferdous
Ahmed and Dewan M Farid

28

Day 3: December 20, 2014 (Saturday)
Sessions 4A
Time: 9:00 – 10:40
Venue: Room-206
Software Engineering and Process Development
1

Usability Analysis of ERP Software: Education and
Experience of Users’ as Moderators. (Paper Id: 73)

Vito Veneziano, Imran Mahmud, Amena Khatun, and
Wong Wai Peng

29

2

Test Data Generation From Hibernate Constraints.
(Paper Id: 88)
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Keynote Speakers
Dr. András Gábor
Dr. András GÁBOR is a professor of Department of Information Systems at the
Corvinus University of Budapest. He earned a diploma (MSc) in Business and
Economics (1974) and in Computer Science (1979) , dr. univ. oec. (1976), C.Sc
(Ph.D) (1983), CISA (1999), Habil.dr (2002). His expertise: systems analysis,
information management, intelligent systems. He is participating in several
national and international research project and author of several Hungarian and
international publication. He is the co-founder of Corvinno Technology Transfer Center, an R&D company. He was visiting scholar at DePaul University, Chicago, Imperial
College, London, University of Amsterdam. Beside of the academic activities, he was a consultant for
the Interministerial Committee for IT and the Modernisation and Integration Project Office, 1990-98.
Between 2003-2006 worked as a consultant on behalf of the Ministry of Education concerning MIS
development in Higher Education.
Title: Integrated Approach For Process-based Corporate Knowledge Extraction And Transfer

Abstract
The term ‘knowledge economy’ is widely used to describe today’s rapidly changing competitive
environment. Both the organizations’ and their employees’ interest to keep the knowledge they
possess up-to-date. From organizational point of view the information overload means that the
employees often lack that job role specific knowledge they should be familiar with.
Business processes are defined as sequence of activities, and usually the whole operation of the enterprise is modeled into them. Connected to the activities Business Process Models consist of other organizational objects, such as resources like human resource, knowledge or IT infrastructure. In the
models it is defined unambiguously, who, where, when, with what competencies, and why is responsible for the execution of each activity. The RACI matrix bridges the organizational model and the
process model. Business Process Models also contains the task specific knowledge needed by the
employees to perform a specific activity. Hence the relevant knowledge is embedded in the process.
In dynamic environment not just the required competencies but roles are changing, therefore a regularly updated business process model can be the basis to support the corporate knowledge transfer.
The purpose of the solution presented here is to facilitate the knowledge transfer by providing a
framework with what the user will be able to extract the embedded knowledge from the information
stored in the business process models in a re-usable form. Hence the usage of the proposed system can
bring the organizations benefits like better ROI in human capital and knowledge. In a knowledge
based economy it can lead to significantly higher revenues through more efficient processes and
better compliance.
The realization of the concept is a BPMLC suite, the goal of which is to develop a framework which
helps to manage the life cycle (formalization, elicitation, enhancement, re-use) of the knowledge
embedded in organizational processes in order to (1) enrich organizational knowledge base in a
systematic and controlled way (2) support employees to easily acquire their job role specific knowledge, (3) help to govern and plan the human capital investment. In order to achieve this goal a complex framework is developed which consists of several semi- and fully automatic modules. To facilitate the usage of the suite a methodology is also developed such as the interfaces to connect the modules. The introduced suite connects the business process models and the corporate knowledge base,
where the process structure is mapped to the knowledge structure (domain ontology). The focus is put
to the on-the job training, since it increases productivity at firm level and it is also source of innovation and long-term competitiveness of firms, as well.
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Prof. Hongnian Yu
Professor Hongnian Yu has held academic positions at the Universities of Sussex,
Liverpool John Moor, Exeter, Bradford, Staffordshire and Bournemouth in the UK. He
is currently Professor in Computing at Bournemouth University. He has extensive
research experience in mobile computing, modelling, scheduling, planning, and simulations of large discrete event dynamic systems with applications to manufacturing
systems, supply chains, transportation networks, computer networks and RFID applications, modelling and
control of robots and mechatronics, and neural networks. He has graduated over 20 PhD/MPhil and MRes
research students, is supervising 8 PhD students, and has examined over 20 PhD/MPhil students’ theses as both
internal and external examiner. He has published over 200 journal and conference research papers. He has held
several research grants worth about five million pounds from the UK EPSRC, the Royal Society, and the European, AWM, as well as from industry. He has managed several international large consortiums as a coordinator. Examples are 1) coordinator (PI) of an EPSRC funded £158K international network project on Human
Adaptive Mechatronics which includes 7 Japanese partners and 7 UK partners; 2) coordinator of the EU
funded 3.05 million Euro Erasmus Mundus FUSION project; 3) coordinator of the EU funded 310.8 K Euro
Marie Curie project, etc. Prof Yu was awarded the F.C. William Premium for his paper on adaptive and robust
control of robot manipulators by the IEE Council, and has received five best (student) conference paper awards
with his research students. He is a member of the EPSRC Peer Review College. Prof Yu has strong research
collaboration with partners from many countries, such as China, France, Germany, Hungary, India, Italy,
Japan, Romania, Thailand and USA. He is serving on 3 editorial boards: International Journal of Computing
and Automation, International Journal of Advanced Mechatronics and International Journal of Agile Systems
and Management, and has served on numerous international conference organization committees, e.g. IPC
co-chair of the UKACC, Cardiff, 3-5/09/2012; General Chair of the International Conference on SKIMA,
China, 9-11/09/2012; General co-chair of the International Conference on Advanced Mechatronic Systems,
China, 25-27/09/2013, 10-12/08/2014, etc.

Title: Activity recognition of elderly people
Abstract
Increasing ageing population brings major issues to health care including a rise in care cost, high demand in
long-term care, burden to caregivers, and insufficient and ineffective care. Activity recognition, which can
provide information on a user’s behaviour, can be used as the key part of the intelligent systems to allow
elderly people to live independently at homes, reduce care cost and burden to the caregivers, provide ensuring
for the families, and promote better care.
This talk covers the challenges faced in the activity recognition system and considers both practical and technical aspects using multiple wrist-worn sensors. The talk also reveals the core data mining techniques behind the
main stream activity recognition approaches. The several recent methods developed by Prof Yu’s team are
presented to inspire the further researches and discussions.
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Dr.-Ing. Ingrid Rügge
Dr. Rügge studied computer sciences and received her Ph.D. in 2006 from the Faculty
of Mathematics and Computer Sciences, University of Bremen, Germany. 2003-2007
she was managing director of "Mobile & Wearable System Solutions" of the Center for
Computing Technologies (TZI). She organized workshops/ congresses e.g. on "Mobile
Solutions for Health Care" and “Dynamics in Logistics”. She co-initiated the EU-IP
"wearIT@work – Empowering the mobile worker by wearable computing". Her research focused on HCI and
usability of Wearable Computing. She was Managing Director and Sales Manager of the DemoCenter of the
ppp "Mobile Solution Center Bremen" (2004-2007). Since 2007 she has been managing director of the doctoral
training programme IGS of the Bremen Research Cluster for Dynamics in Logistics (LogDynamics), University of Bremen. She developed, implemented, and evaluated innovative concepts for supervising international
doctoral candidates within a multidisciplinary environment. Under her guidance the IGS has been awarded as
best practice in internationalising the doctorate training in engineering sciences by the German National Academy of Science and Engineering (acatech) in 2011. Since 2012 she extended the proven concept to students and
researchers on all levels of education within
the ERASMUS MUNDUS programmes cLINK. FUSION and will do in gLINK as well.
See the homepage of Dr. Rügge at http://www2.ips.biba.uni-bremen.de/~rue/home_en.html

Title: Disciplinary Aspects of Dynamics in Logistics
Abstract
In her talk (suitable for wider audiences), Dr. Rügge will give an overview over the different research topics
and cross-disciplinary aspects to be considered while focussing on dynamics in logistics. The complexity of
logistic networks and systems is growing in today’s globalised world. Individual customers’ requirements
cause a significant number of product variants and services as well as shorter product life cycles. Sustainability
generates the need of changing perspectives. This implies new technical and economic challenges for logistic
systems and processes as well as for researchers. Combining results of the following research fields will help
generation new approaches: Modelling methods i.e. graph transformation, agent technology, AI methods;
Wearable Computing;
Cyber-physical Systems and Smart Products; Computational Logistics; Factories of the Future; Sensors and
Mobile Communication; Robotics; Intelligent container; Maritime Logistics; Cooperation and collaboration in
logistics and production networks; Management methods and their application; Serious Gaming and new
methods for coping with multi-dimensional diversity in i.e. logistics education. In the end Dr. Rügge will highlight possible cooperations with the different working groups of the research cluster LogDynamics. See further
details at www.logdynamics.de.
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Prof. Keshav Dahal
Prof. Dahal is a Professor in Intelligent Systems in the School of Engineering and
Computing at the University of the West of Scotland (UWS) UK, where he is leading
the Artificial intelligence, Visual Communications & Networks (AVCN) Research
Centre. Prior to this he was with Bradford University and Strathclyde University,
where he also obtained his PhD and MSc degrees. Prof. Dahal's research interests lie in
the areas of applied AI to intelligent systems, trust and security modelling in distributed systems, and
scheduling/optimization problems. He has been principal/co-investigator of 13 EU/UK/Industry funded
projects; including the coordination of two EU-Erasmus Mundus Action 2 Projects (eLINK €5.5m and SmartLink €3m) and EU-Asia-link project EAST-WEST. He has successfully supervised the completions of 19
Post-Docs/PhDs/MRes research studies. Prof. Dahal has published over 95 peer-reviewed
journals/conferences papers, and has sat on organising/programme committees of over 50 international conferences including programme chair of SKIMA2006 and SKIMA2013. He has a strong link with HEIs in SouthAsia and EU; and has been a visiting professor at Chiang Mai University (Thailand), Kantipur Engineering
College (Nepal) and IUT Lumier – Lyon 2 University (France). He is a senior member of the IEEE.
Home Page: http://www.uws.ac.uk/staff-profiles/computing/keshav-dahal/

Title: Trust Management in Distributed Systems: Defense against Misbehaving Players
Abstract
The trust management approach has been a hot research topic to decentralized authorization Management to
cope with the needs of distributed systems such as e-commerce and mobile-ad-hoc networks (MANETs). This
talk will first give a general overview of trust management between diverse players of distributed systems for
enhancing their secure and reliable operation. Recommendation based trust management has been proposed in
the literature as a mechanism to filter out the misbehaving players while searching for a reliable partner. However, building a trust model that adopts recommendations by other players in the network is a challenging problem due to the risk of dishonest recommendations. The talk will present our research investigation on the problems of attacks posed by misbehaving nodes in MANET while propagating recommendations in the existing
trust models. We will propose a recommendation based trust model with a defense scheme, which dynamically
filters out attacks related to dishonest recommendations between the nodes and show our empirical analysis.
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Prof. Alamgir Hossain
Prof. Hossain received the PhD degree from the Department of Automatic Control and
Systems Engineering, University of Sheffield, UK. Prior to his current position, he
served as a Professor and Head of Computational Intelligence Group (CIG) at the
University of Northumbria, Newcastle. Prof. Hossain has extensive research experience in computational intelligence, eHealth, system biology, optimisation, cyber security, data mining, classification, intelligent decision support system, realtime and adaptive control. He has been
involved with many collaborative research projects (worth over £12 million) with universities of about 25
countries, enterprises, other organisations and individuals. He acted as a programme chair, organising chair
and IPC member of over 30 international conferences during last five years. He has published over 250 refereed research articles and 9 books. He received the "IET- F C Williams 1996" award for a journal paper and
'Best Paper Awards' of the PACBB2013, SKIMA2012, IEEE CIS2012, CSBio 2010 conferences for his
papers. He is currently a member of the IEEE.

Title: Plug-in Nature-Inspired Intelligence to Your Research for Smart Solutions
Abstract
In this talk (suitable for wider audiences), Prof. Hossain will present the horizon of Nature- Inspired Intelligence for health, engineering and business related research solutions. This includes applications of various
Nature-Inspired algorithms for modelling, data mining, intelligent decision making, information fusion,
disease dimension reduction, clustering, optimisation, visualisation, prediction, and performance enhancement. Prof. Hossain will demonstrate the possibility in developing personalised optimal treatment framework
using an engineering optimal control scheme. His talk will also brief the future of mobile based self diagnosis,
replacement of animal testing model using computational model, intelligent expert systems to empowering
people to be a co-manager to their health and animals’ wellbeing. Finally, he will draw conclusion with an
indication of the opportunities for potential collaboration with Anglia Ruskin IT Research Institute (ARITI) for
research and development activities. See further details of ARITI site: www.anglia.ac.uk/ariti.
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Dr. Nauman Aslam
Dr. Nauman received his PhD in Engineering Mathematics from Dalhousie University,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada in 2008. He is currently working in the Department of
Computer Science and Digital Technologies at Northumbria University, UK. Prior to
joining Northumbria University he worked as an Assistant Professor at Dalhousie
University, Canada from 2008 – 2011. Dr. Nauman has extensive research experience
in wireless ad hoc and sensor networks with focus on energy efficient protocols, quality of service, security and
medium access control. He is currently involved in two multi-partner collaborative projects (combined worth
5.5 million Euros) funded by EU’s Erasmus Mundus programme. He has published over 50 refereed research
articles in international journals and conference proceedings. He has also co-organized international workshops and conference. He also served on many technical program committees, edited journal issues and
reviewed papers for several journals. Dr. Nauman is a member of IEEE and IAENG.

Title: A Perspective into Applications and Research Challenges of Smart Wireless Sensor Networks
Abstract
This talk will present an overview of current research work in the area of Smart Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs). In particular, the speaker will present historical perspective, new design paradigms, emerging application areas and associated research challenges. The talk will begin with presenting a fresh look into the existing technologies, current trends and open research challenges. A portion of the talk will be dedicated to emerging applications in health care where smart devices can remotely monitor a patient’s vital signs as well as other
contextual information. These smart devices can be integrated with a variety of traditional healthcare sensors
such as ECG/EKG, blood pressure, pulse-oximeter and glucose meter that are used to monitor patient’s physiological data. The talk will focus on the new design paradigms that are required in healthcare to address the
strict real-time requirements, reliability, security and privacy of medical information. The talk will conclude
some highlights on current research efforts at Northumbria University with potential opportunities of collaboration in wireless body sensor networks.
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Dr. Chantal Cherifi
Dr. Chantal Cherifi received her PhD in computer science from Corsica University,
France, in 2011. She is currently working as an associate professor at the DISP laboratory, University of Lyon 2, France. Her research interests are focused on large scale
real world networks and service oriented architectures. She is involved in several European research projects (H2020, CHIST-ERA). She serves as program committee
member in 6 international conferences. She has published about 20 international refereed conference and
journal papers. She is currently a member of the IEEE.

Title: Benefits of Semantics and Network Science on Business Process Management
Abstract
Business Process Management is related to the improvement of corporate performances by managing and
optimizing companies’ business processes. In the context of enterprise modernization and for a long-term
enterprise architecture vision, this strategy allows companies to leverage legacy applications and make them
relevant for the future. Business Processes are modeled by the Business Process Management Notation and the
Web service format is going to be widely adopted by enterprises to implement tasks or activities of Business
Processes.
Regarding this highly challenging topic, Dr. Cherifi will highlights the use of two very promising approaches
i.e. semantics in the representation of Business processes and Web services, and the network science for Web
service composition.
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Abstracts of Papers
Effectiveness of Weighted Graph of Schema to Aid the Minimization
and Measurement of Schema Complexity
G. M. M. Bashir, A. Howlader1, I. Shemu1 and E. Ety1
Dept. of CCE, Patuakhali Science and Technology University, Patuakhali, Bangladesh,
Faculty of CSE, Patuakhali Science and Technology University, Patuakhali, Bangladesh

1

murad98csekuet@yahoo.com,arpita.toma@gmail.com, isratshimu@gmail.com,
esratety11@gmail.com
Abstract
Database system is used for access multiple users, prevent loss of data and provide security for access
of real life or synthetic data set. The complexity of data requirement increasing day by day; therefore
minimization of schema becomes an important role for equi distribution or equalization of two or
more problems. We find the effect of normalization and de-normalization on minimization of schema
of real life data model as well as synthetic data model. Schema complexity is measured by transmitting schema to a graph with weight or weighted graph. Selected special fundamentals from schema
for weight the schema graph are described as major part. Minimization of schema ensures easy to
measure the schema complexity. The purpose of this sightsee is to appraisal the effectiveness of
weighted graph of schema to minimize as well as to measure the complexity.

A Cellular Automaton Model for Hypoxia Effects on Tumour Growth
Dynamics
MA Al-Mamun, W. Srisukkham, C. Fall, R. Bass and A. Hossain, 1Dewan M Farid
Faculty of Engineering and Environment and Faculty of Life Science,University of Northumbria at
Newcastle, UK, 1Dept. of CSE, United International University, Bangladesh
{mohammed.almamun, srisukkham.worawut, charles.fall, rosemary.bass,
alamgir.hossain}@northumbria.ac.uk, 1dewanfarid@cse.uiu.ac.bd
Abstract
Cancer is one of the biggest killers in the western world; every two minutes someone is diagnosed
with cancer in the UK. Tumour growth and progression is a complex biological process, normally
beginning with genetic mutations in a single cell. It starts with the early or avascular phase where
growth is limited by nutrient diffusion, then the vascular stage where angiogenesis occurs to stimulate blood vessel production by the secretion of tumour angiogenesis factors and finally the metastasitic phase where the tumour spreads from the site of origin to distant sites around the body.
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While considering these events at the cellular level, these processes involve many microenvironment
parameters like oxygen concentration, hypoglycaemia, acidity, hypoxia (lack of oxygen), cell-cell
adhesion, cell migration and cell-extracellular matrix interactions. In this paper, a computational
model is proposed which considered hypoxia as a microenvironment constraint of tumour growth.
The model is built on two dimensional cellular automata grid and artificial neural network is considered for establishing signaling network of tumour cells. Each tumour cell can take its own decision
in this model. A hypoxia impact was implemented in the model by varying different oxygen concentrations. The results show that hypoxia was introduced in the tumour mass due to lack of oxygen. The
model measured tumour invasion and the number of apoptotic cells to support that hypoxia has a
critical impacts on avascular tumour growth. This model could inform a better understanding of the
impacts of hypoxia in tumour growth from the computational point of view.

Simulation Analysis on Effectiveness of Nonlinear Ultrasound
Imaging Using Synthetic Cyst Phantoms
Tasnim Azad Abir, Md. Rashedul Islam, A.B.M. Aowlad Hossain
Dept. of ECE, Khulna University of Engineering & Technology, Bangladesh
azadtasnim37@hotmail.com, aowlad0403@yahoo.com
Abstract

Application of nonlinear ultrasound techniques is recently gaining importance in medical imaging.
Ultrasound imaging is a commonly used diagnostic method due to its low cost, safe and portable
facilities. However, linear ultrasound imaging provides poor resolutions. The harmonic content can
provide better resolution rather than the fundamental frequency. Conversely, increasing complexity
is obvious impact of non-linearity consideration. This simulation study presents a comparative
analysis of linear and non-linear ultrasound imaging of different synthetic phantoms in order to find
the effectiveness on nonlinear ultrasound techniques. We have used two widely accepted ultrasound
simulator Field II and CREANUIS. Synthetic phantom has been developed considering both linear
and non-linear propagation media with possible inhomogeneous coefficient of nonlinearity. Simulated images have been examined in terms of SNR, CNR and resolution. The nonlinear imaging has
showed its effectiveness over linear technique for the images with closely located multiple cysts
where lateral resolution is important.
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An approach to provide security to unstructured Big Data
Md. Rafiqul Islam, Md. Ezazul Islam
Dept. of Computer Science, American International University-Bangladesh, Bangladesh
dmri1978@yahoo.com, ezaz.time@gmail.com
Abstract

Security of Big Data is a big concern. In broad sense Big Data contains two types of data such as
structured and unstructured. To provide security to unstructured data is more difficult than that of
structured. In this paper we have developed an approach to give adequate security to the unstructured
data by considering the types of the data and their sensitivity levels. We have reviewed the different
analytics methods of Big Data, which gives us the facility to build a data node of databases of different types of data. Each type of data has been further classified to provide adequate security and
enhance the overhead of the security system. To providesecurity to data node a security suite has
been designed by incorporating different security standards and algorithms. The proper security standards or algorithms can be activated using an algorithm, which has been interfaced with the data
node. We have shown that data classification with respect to sensitivity levels enhance the performance of the system.

Compact Triple C Shaped Microstrip Patch Antenna for WLAN,
WiMAX & Wi-Fi Application at 2.5 GHz
Diponkor Dutta*, Avijit Hira, Fahim Asjad, Tarique Ibne Haider
Department of EEE, Khulna University of Engineering & Technology, Bangladesh
*

partha840@yahoo.com
Abstract

In the rapid progress of commercial communication applications, the development of compact
antenna has an important role. This paper presents the analysis on the performance of single band
compact triple C shaped microstrip patch antenna for WLAN, WiMAX and Wi-Fi applications with
center frequency at 2.5GHz. The microstrip antenna has a planar geometry and consists of a ground
plane, a substrate, a compact patch as radiator. Different specifications of the proposed antenna are
measured through computer simulation in free space. The antenna has an impedance bandwidth of
2500 MHz (2487MHz to 2512 MHz). The proposed antenna provides excellent SWR of 1.04 and
return loss -32.80 dB while excited by a 50 Ω microstrip feed line. All simulation results are
performed using the CST Microwave Studio.
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LP-ESAR: Lifetime Prediction based Energy Saving Routing
Algorithm for MANET
Hindol Bhattacharya, Samiran Chattopadhyay1, Matangini Chattopadhyay
1

School of Education Technology, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India,
Department of Information Technology, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India

hindolbhattacharjee12@gmail.com, samirancju@gmail.com, matanginic@gmail.com
Abstract

Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET) devices are generally powered by battery, and hence are energy
constrained.In such a scenario, overloading nodes with forwarding data packets from other
nodes leads to quick depletion of energy in the nodes and ultimately leading to its death, and
hence network partitioning. Thus, in case of MANETs energy metrics like network lifetime, have to
be given its due importance. However,the routing protocol must be flexible enough to allow network
administrator to switch priorities between energy saving routing and least delay routing. Some papers
have been written to cater to this need, like ESAR [19], EEAODR [20] etc. This paper proposes an
improvement to the ESAR protocol, by replacing its energy metric with lifetime prediction. This
improves the overall efficiency of ESAR protocol, while retaining the flexibility in regards to
choosing between energy efficiency and least delay metric. Simulation results have shown
improvement in performance in terms of energy efficiency in our proposed protocol.

Trusted and Secured Routing in MANET: An Improved Approach
Kefayat Ullah, Rajib Das, Prodipto Das, B. S. Purkayastha
Department Of Computer Science, Assam University, Silchar-788011, India
kefayat86@gmail.com, rajibdas76@gmail.com, prodiptodas@gmail.com, bipul_sh@hotmail.com
Abstract

A mobile ad-hoc network (or simply a MANET) is a type of infrastructure-less as well as wireless
network. MANET depends mainly on mobile nodes for its functionality. Since nodes are mobile and
distributive in nature and also communicating devices or nodes are resource-restricted and equipped
with micro or bio sensors to acknowledge the signals where only traditional security systems based
on cryptography and encryption are not sufficient for promising level security assurance. Hence in
this paper we explore trust and security challenges to improve security assurance for MANET. In
winding up, we put our efforts to present a secure trusted model to influence the security assurance
and significant adaptation of trustworthy communication. We propose a trust computation metric
based on node’s impulsive behavior to become malicious in dynamic scenario and proposed algorithms for trust evaluation of every node. Here we proposed a trust based security model (TSRM) for
authenticating the new nodes as well as the nodes which are active in current communication
network. TSRM captures the evidence of trust worthiness for other nodes from the security model
and in return assists them to make better security decision. Unlike other trust model TSRM captures
recommendation from neighboring nodes also. Then we have integrated the TSRM into the existing
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol. The performance of TSRM is evaluated by comparing the
simulation result of it with the existing DSR.
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Security of SIP-Based Infrastructure against Malicious Message Attacks
Ajay Kumar Shrestha
Department of Computer and Electronics, Kantipur Engineering College
Tribhuvan University, Nepal
ajayshrestha1@gmail.com
Abstract
Nowadays Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) has become the most widely used signaling protocol by

the vendors in the Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) communication. As the SIP is gaining popularity, open architecture of VoIP often makes SIP vulnerable to so many threats. The paper introduces
SIP along with its different security mechanisms with the focus on attack signatures generation technique to identify the malformed SIP messages. It aims to generate various malicious SIP messages
and to verify the limitations of the existing classical Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in identifying
the malicious messages. Then it sets out to implement an improved detection framework using the
rules as regular expression. The experiments were carried out using SER as an open source SIP
server, Kphone and X-lite as SIP clients and the SIPSAK as an attacking tool on a testbed architecture which was in a form of virtual environment created with VMware. The platforms used were
BackTrack7 and Windows 7. The test was first performed on SNORT, an open source IDS and later
by adding the improved detection rules in the configuration file of the SIP server. The successful
attacks on the classical attack-signatures generation framework proved that the existing IDSs
couldn’t identify logical errors in the malicious SIP messages. The proposed detection module identified andrejected all kind of malicious SIP messages with acceptableprocessing overheads. Moreover
the associated signatures database can also be incorporated into other VoIP protocols and open
source IDSs like SNORT. This paper has provided the effective mechanism in creating well-formed
defense against malicious SIP message attacks to ensure the integrity and security of VoIP subsystems.

FPGA Based Leaf Chlorophyll Estimating Regression Model
Md. Imran Khan, Raktim Kumar Mondol1
Dept. of ICT, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh
1

Dept. of EEE, Brac University, Bangladesh

imrankhankuet@gmail.com, raktim.live@gmail.com
Abstract
This paper proposes Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based architecture for simple, portable,

low cost Chlorophyll estimator by implementing in Verilog HDL.Color of leaf can give an indication
for assessment of plant health and nutrient. Performance analysis of several regression model shows
that multivariate linear regression model with nonlinear terms provides best fit between estimated
Chlorophyll values with image data. We find that the residuals are near in baseline and the adjusted
coefficient of determination (Ra2) is 0.99 which is very significant. Root mean square error (RMSE)
is 3.3 out of 15 leaf image samples with 5 error degrees of freedom (EDF). Hardware architecture is
designed as best regression model has less computational complexity and greater accuracy.
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Phonetic Feature Based ASR Incorporating GramSchmidt
Normalization
Mohammed Rokibul Alam Kotwal, Foyzul Hassan, Nusrat Jahan, Mohammad Nurul Huda
Dept. of CSE, United International University, Bangladesh
rokib_kotwal@yahoo.com, foyzul.hassan@gmail.com, lisajahan21@gmail.com,
mnh@cse.uiu.ac.bd
Abstrac
In this paper, an automatic speech recognition (ASR) based on distinctive phonetic feature (DPF)
incorporating the Gram-Schimdt (GS) normalization is discussed. Here, the GS algorithm is used to
decorrelate all the context windows (preceeding, current and succeeding) with respect to the current
context window. This ASR system is implemented for evaluating the word and phoneme recognition
performances. In this study, the phoneme recognizer comprises two stages, where the first stage
extracts a 45 dimensional DPF vector (preceding, current and succeeding DPF vectors) from local
features (LFs) of input speech using a multilayer neural network (MLN) and the second stage
normalize all the DPF vectors before the HMM-based classification. The JNAS (Japanese Newspaper Article Sentences) continuous utterances are used here to carry out the experiments. On the other
hand, the isolated word recognizer having the same architecture is experimented with the Tohukudai
speech data set. In both the cases, the proposed recognizers incorporating the GS normalization
outperform by showing the higher phoneme and word recognition performances.

An Efficient Abnormal Beat Detection Scheme from ECG Signals
using Neural Network and Ensemble Classifiers
Diptangshu Pandit, Li Zhang, Nauman Aslam, Chengyu Liu1,
Alamgir Hossain2, and Samiran Chattopadhyay3
Computer Intelligence Group, Northumbria University, Newcastle, UK
1
Institute of Cellular Medicine, Newcastle University, Newcastle, UK
2
Computational Intelligence, Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge, UK
3
Department of Information Technology, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India
Abstract
This paper presents an investigation into the development of an efficient scheme to detect abnor-

mal beat from lead II Electro Cardio Gram (ECG) signals. Firstly, a fast ECG feature extraction
algorithm was proposed which could extractthe locations, amplitudes waves and interval from
lead II ECG signal. We then created 11 customized features based on the outputs of the feature
extraction algorithm. Then, we used these11 features to train an artificial neural network and an
ensemble classifier respectively for detecting the abnormal ECG beats. Three manually annotated
databases were used for training and testing our system: MIT-BIH Arrhythmia, QT and European ST-T database availed from Physionet databank. The results showed that for an abnormal
beat detection, the neural network classifier had an overall accuracy of 98.73% and the
ensemble classifier with AdaBoost had 99.40%. Using time domain processing approach, the
proposed scheme reduced overallcomputational complexity as compared to the existing methods with an aim to deploy on the mobile devices in the future to promote early and instant
abnormal ECG beat detection.
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A Hybrid System for Forecasting Stock PriceVariations in the Stock
Market
R.M.C.D.K. Rajasinghe1, W.D.N.M. Weerapperuma2, W.U.N.N. Wijesinghe3,
K.K.K.P. Rathnayake4, L. Seneviratne5

Faculty of Computing, Sri Lanka Institute of Information Technology, Malabe, Sri Lanka
{ 1rajasinghe.rmcdk, 2nuwand989, 3neranjan.sliit, 4kasunrt6 }@gmail.com
5
lasantha.s@sliit.lk
Abstract
Stock Market is the platform that enables investors to channel their savings to generate a profit. Companies pay dividends for the shareholders at the end of a profitable period. The Random Walk
Hypothesis governs the Stock Prices as the prices are stated as total random fluctuations that cannot
be predicted. Hybrid System for Forecasting Stock Prices Variations in the Stock Market (Hybrid
Forecaster) is a research carried out to implement a decision support system that provides insight for
selecting profitable stocks using forecasting methodologies. Multitude of researches carried out in
this field are limited to forecasting stock market using a single standpoint that affects the stock prices.
The research explores critical elements that affects the prices from multiple dimensions.

Effect of HMM states on Bangla Automatic Speech Recognition
Tanzila Akter Bably,Selina Parveen,Sanjana Fahrin,
Mohammed Rokibul Alam Kotwal, Mohammad Nurul Huda
Dept. of CSE, United International University, Bangladesh
tanzilaakter2012@gmail.com, selina.parveen.aj@gmail.com, fahrin@irita-tech.com,
rokib_kotwal@yahoo.com, mnh@cse.uiu.ac.bd
Abstract

In this work, our key objective is to study the existing HMM based system topology used in Bangla
(widely known as Bengali) Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems and to optimize the
performance of the ASR system through proper selection of different model parameters suitable for
different acoustic features. Firstly we have modified the number of states of the HMM structure, then
number of Gaussian mixture components at each state is varied for a particular frame shift duration
to find out the effect of number of states on the performance of ASR. Secondly experiments are
designed to test the performance of two kinds of acoustic features: the MFCC and PLP static coefficients eventually appended with their first and second differential derivatives. According to the
results obtained from the experiments, we observe that the PLP based feature extraction method
followed by a 5-state HMM based classifier works best for Bangla speech recognition system.
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Two-Handed Hand Gesture Recognition for Bangla Sign Language
using LDA and ANN
Rahat Yasir, Riasat Azim Khan
Computer Science and Engineering, North South University, Bangladesh
rahat.anindo@live.com, riasat2274@gmail.com
Abstract
Sign language detection and recognition (SLDR) using computer vision is a very challenging task. In
respect to Bangladesh, sign language users are around 2.4 million [16]. In this paper, we try to focus
for communicating with those users by computer vision. In this respect, an efficient method is
proposed consists of some significant steps and they are, skin detection, preprocessing, different
machine learning techniques like PCA and LDA, neural network for training and testing purpose of
the system. Various hand sign images are used to test the proposed method and results are presented
to provide its effectiveness.

Speech Synthesis for Bangla Text to Speech Conversion
Mohammad Yasir Arafat, Sanjana Fahrin, Md. Jamirul Islam, Md. Ashraf Siddiquee, Afsana Khan,
Mohammed Rokibul Alam Kotwal, Mohammad Nurul Huda

Dept.of CSE, United International University, Bangladesh
yasirarafat56@gmail.com, fahrin@irita-tech.com, jamirul1985@gmail.com,
jointanvir@gmail.com, aktanyyy@gmail.com, rokib_kotwal@yahoo.com, mnh@cse.uiu.ac.bd
Abstract
This paper illustrates the design and implementation of Bangla (widely used as Bengali) Text to
Speech (TTS) system from the very raw level without using any third party speech synthesis tool. For
constructing the system we have considered two directions, where one is based on phoneme and
another one is on syllable. In this study, our proposed system comprises some stages. At first stage
audio sounds are recorded for each of the Bangla phonemes and three thousand out of 250000
syllables in Bangla, and then noise is reduced to obtained high quality sounds for each phoneme and
syllable. Second stage searches for longest possible matching of the syllables if it is available in the
input text, and if not, then searches for the phonemes to match with the corresponding graphemes.
For further improvement, we also added the complex conjuncts which need to be handled separately.
It is observed from the experiments that the syllable based method provides the better quality speech
for the input text in comparison with the method based on phoneme.

Feature based Semantic Analyzer for Parsing Bangla Complex and
Compound Sentences
Parijat Prashun Purohit, Mohammed Moshiul Hoque, Mohammad Kamrul Hassan
Chittagong University of Engineering & Technology, Bangladesh
Abstract
Semantic analyzer determines the semantic meaning of the words in a sentence. This paper proposes

a semantic analyzer that can semantically parse the Bangla sentences. Without semantic analysis, it
is very difficult to find the accurate meaning of the translated sentences in one language into their
equivalent sentences in other language. To analyze the Bangla sentences semantically, this study
identifies a set of features of each word categories in Bangla. Experimental results show that
proposed features can be used effectively for analyzing all kinds of Bangla sentences with semantic
analyzer.
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Technology Survey of Wireless Communication for In-vehicle
Applications
Md. Ansarul Haque1 , Md. Delwar Hossain2
1
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Abstract

Currently, wireless communication technologies are expected to be widely employed for in-vehicle
communication where in-vehicle communication is built upon the interactions of different parts
inside the vehicle. This communication is to enable a variety of applications for driver and passenger needs. To have improved driving assistance, development of in-vehicle applications is very
much needed. At present, intelligent systems inside the vehicle are mostly dominated by the
wired technologies. The possibilities of wireless communication have inspired us and made an
opportunity to analyze replacements for wired communication within a vehicle. In this connection, the scope of our thesis is to define the in-vehicle applications which are preferred by
the wireless technologies, to define the applications using wired technologies which could be
replaced by the wireless technologies and to identify those applications which are difficult to
implement by the wireless technologies.

Fiber to the Antenna: Solution in Integrated Optical and Wireless
Networks
Fahimul Haque, Sheri Jahan Chowdhury, Sheikh Shazeed Ahsan,
Zamiur Rahman, Mohammed Zamshed Ali1
1

Dept. of EEE, BRAC University, Bangladesh
Erik Jonsson School of Engineering and Computer Science,
The University of Texas at Dallas, United States
fahim.shafal@gmail.com, mohammed.z.ali@gmail.com
Abstract

Fiber to the Antenna (FTTA) solution in integrated optical and wireless networks brings significant
benefits offering speed and mobility in communications. However, there are some unavoidable
issues that field engineers constantly experience while implementing physical components of FTTA
systems at cell sites. In this paper, we study FTTA architecture, physical components, benefits and
its implementation issues very closely. The implementation issues with power, environmental
protection, surge protection etc. are analyzed thoroughly with currently available solutions in the
market. Some constructive ideas on resolutions to those issues are also analyzed. Our analysis in this
paper can be useful for planning a better implementation process without having major issues in the
near future. This paper is a result of an undergraduate senior research project.
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Freeman Chain Code with Digits of Unequal Cost
Sohag Kabir1, Tanzima Azad2, A S M Ashraful Alam3
Department of Computer Science, University of Hull, Hull, UK,
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Abstract

Chain codes are the most size-efficient lossless compression methods for representing rasterised
binary objects and contours. Satisfactory compression ratio, low processing cost and low storage
requirements of the decoder make chain code technique interesting for storage and transmission of
predefined graphical objects in embedded environments. Each element in the chain is encoded to
show the relative angle difference between two adjacent pixels along the boundary of an object. The
cost of binary bits representing the codes are considered to be equal. Yet, more efficient encoding is
possible by considering and applying technique that treats the binary bits differently considering its
requirement of storage space, energy consumption, speed of execution and etc. This paper considers
cost of binary digits as unequal and proposes a new presentation of the eight-direction Freeman chain
code based on a variation of Huffman coding technique, which considers cost of bits as unequal. The
evaluation and comparison of the cost efficiency between classical Freeman chain code and the new
representation of the chain code is provided. Our experiments yield that the proposed representation
of Freeman Chain code reduces overall storage/transmission cost of encoded objects considerably
with compared to classical Freeman chain code.

Energy Efficient OFDM Based Optical Network
Md. Siam Uddin, Dr. R. K. Nondy, Jakia Sultana, A. T. M. Tarek1, Md. Azizul Hakim
Dept. of EEE, University of Dhaka (Mymensingh Engineering College),
1
Dept. of Physics, Jagannath University, Bangladesh
siam@eee.mec.ac.bd
Abstract

OFDM-based networks provide flexible bandwidth by supporting the allocation of a variable number
of subcarriers and adapting the modulation level of subcarriers to increase the available capacity,
resulting in significant reduction in the power consumption of the whole network. In this paper,
energy efficiency of OFDM based optical network has been discussed and a MILP model has been
developed to minimize the total power consumption of optical OFDM-based networks. Considering
the power consumption of the optical layer, optical OFDM-based networks save up to 89%, of the
optical layer power consumption.
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Investigation on EBG Structures: A Critical Analysis to optimize the
performance of Asymmetric Couple-Line Bandpass Filter
S. Parvez,N. Sakib*, M.N. Mollah
Department of EEE, Khulna University of Engineering & Technology, Bangladesh
*
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Abstract

EBGSs, Electromagnetic Band Gap Structures, have been developed into the most prominent framework by virtue of their superior efficacy, less intricacy in fabrication, and unified integration with the
monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs). In this letter, a certain number of advanced
designs of EBGS are introduced and characterized with some rigorous parametric studies. This
epistle regards the planar-EBG frameworks in the fashion of conventional uniform circular, square,
and annular ring patterns. By the same token, optimum Filling Factor has been investigated by exclusively analysing the traditional frequency response of band pass filter from three imperative aspects
such as: initial stop band analysis, pass band analysis, and conclusive stop band analysis. In like
manner, the parametric comparison has been demonstrated in view of the initial frequency response,
selectivity, 3dB cut-off frequency, 3dB pass bandwidth, insertion loss at 2nd harmonics, and the
insertion loss at 3rd harmonics to figure out the optimum filling factor for certain planar-EBG
patterns.

Image Processing Based Feature Extraction of Bangladeshi Banknotes
Zahid Ahmed, Sabina Yasmin, Md Nahidul Islam, Raihan Uddin Ahmed
University of Information Technology & Sciences, Bangladesh
{ahmed.zahid66, sabinayasmin162,itslinkon}@gmail.com, raihan.uddin@uits.edu.bd
Abstract

Counterfeit currency is a burning question throughout the world. The counterfeiters are becoming
harder to track down because of their rapid adoption of and adaptation with highly advanced technology. One of the most effective methods to stop counterfeiting can be the widespread use of counterfeit detection tools/software that are easily available and are efficient in terms of cost, reliability and
accuracy. This paper presents a core software system to build a robust automated counterfeit
currency detection tool for Bangladeshi bank notes. The software detects fake currency by extracting
existing features of banknotes such as micro-printing, optically variable ink (OVI), water-mark,
iridescent ink, security thread and ultra-violet lines using OCR (Optical Character recognition), Contour Analysis, Face Recognition, Speeded UP Robust Features (SURF) and Canny Edge & Hough
transformation algorithm of OpenCV. The success rate of this software can be measured in terms of
accuracy and speed. This paper also focuses on the pros and cons of implementation details that may
degrade the performance of image processing based paper currency authentication systems.
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Fast and Efficient Iris Segmentation Approach Basedon Morphology
and Geometry Operation
Tanvir Zaman Khan, Prajoy Podder, Md. Foisal Hossain
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Abstract

This paper presents a novel and robust method for pupil and iris boundary localization based on morphological and geometrical operation. This proposed method localizes the iris and pupil center in
several stages. In the proposed algorithm Otsu threshold value, median filter, image complement,
contact labeling and manual tracking are used for robust detection of the pupil. Otsu threshold is used
for selecting threshold value in order to determine the binary image. Then edge point is used for the
pupil boundary localization. The use of geometrical operation helps in better iris localization. Its
performance does not degrade in case of partially opened eye images. The proposed scheme has been
tested on several iris image databases like: CASIA-IrisV1, CASIA-IrisV3-Lamp and MMU version
1.0. Experimental result demonstrates the superiority of the proposed method in comparison with
some other existing methods.

An Algorithm to Detect and Identify Defects of Industrial Pipes Using
Image Processing
Md. Ashraful Alam, M M Naushad Ali1, Musaddeque Anwar Al-Abedin Syed,
Nawaj Sorif, Md. Abdur Rahaman
Dept. of EEE, International Islamic University Chittagong (IIUC), Bangladesh,
1
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science School, Queensland University of Technology, Australia
ashraful.alam820@gmail.com,*m21.ali@qut.edu.au,masyed@eee.iiuc.ac.bd,nawazsorif@gmail.co
m, rakibbholaeee@gmail.com
Abstract

This paper proposes an effective algorithm for detecting and distinguishing defects in industrial
pipes. In many of the industries, conventional defects detection methods are performed by experienced human inspectors who sketch defect patterns manually. However, such detection methods
are much expensive and time consuming. To overcome these problems, a method has been introduced to detect defects automatically and effectively in industrial pipes based on image processing. Although, most of the image-based approaches focus on the accuracy of fault detection,
the computation time is also important for practical applications. The proposed algorithm comprises of three steps. At the first step, it converts the RGB image of the pipe into a grayscale
image and extracts the edges using Sobel gradient method, after which it eliminates the undesired objects based on their size. Secondly, it extracts the dimensions of the pipe. And finally
this algorithm detects and identifies the defects i.e., holes and cracks on the pipe based on their
characteristics. Tests on various kinds of pipes have been carried out using the algorithm, and
the results show that the accuracy of identification rate is about 96% at hole detection and 93% at
crack detection.
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Implementation of Simplified Normalized Cut Graph Partitioning
Algorithm on FPGA for ImageSegmentation
Shumit Saha, Kazi Hasan Uddin, Md. Shajidul Islam, Md. Jahiruzzaman, A. B. M. Awolad Hossain
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Abstract

Normalized cut based image segmentation has a variety of applications in the area of image compression, medical imaging, mapping and measurements. But, the computational complexity of conventional normalized cut algorithm based on generalized eigenvalue problem is high. In this study, we
proposed a simplified normalized cut algorithm using graph partitioning method for image segmentation. The computational cost of this simplified method are relatively low and hence, it can be implemented on real time embedded system applications. We have implemented an FPGA based image
segmentation system using the simplified normalized cut algorithm and tested it for malarial parasites detection. Verilog Hardware Description Language (Verilog HDL) is used to develop the
system and implemented on FPGA Spartan-6 targeted device xc6slx162csg324. The Simple-AsPossible (SAP) computer architecture is used to design the system. We think the proposed architecture can be useful for real time image segmentation.

Dark Image Enhancement by LocallyTransformed Histogram
Khalid Hussain, Shanto Rahman, S. M. Khaled, M. Abdullah-Al-Wadud1, Mohammad Shoyaib
Institute of Information Technology, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh,
1
Department of Software Engineering, King Saud University
bit0124@iit.du.ac.bd, bit0321@iit.du.ac.bd, smkhaled@gmail.com, shoyaib@du.ac.bd,
2
wadud@ieee.org
Abstract

Image enhancement processes an image to increase the visual information of that image.Image quality can be degraded for several reasons such as lack of operator expertise, quality of image capturing
devices, etc. The process of enhancing images may produce different types of noises such as unnatural effects, over-enhancement, artifacts, etc. These drawbacks are more prominent in the dark images.
Over the years, many image enhancement techniques have been proposed. However, there have been
a few works specifically for dark image enhancement. Though the available methods enhance the
dark images, they might not produce desired output for dark images. To overcome the above drawbacks, we propose a method for dark image enhancement. In this paper, we enhance the images by
applying local transformation technique on input image histogram. We smooth the input image histogram to find out the location of peaks and valleys from the histogram. Several segments are identified
using valley to valley distance. Then a transformation method is applied on each segment of image
histogram. Finally, histogram specification is applied on the input image using this transformed
histogram. This method improves the quality of the image with minimal unexpected artifacts. Experimental results show that our method outperforms other methods in majority cases.
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Intelligent Appearance and Shape based Facial Emotion Recognition
for a Humanoid Robot
Kamlesh Mistry, Li Zhang, Siew Chin Neoh, Ming Jiang, Alamgir Hossain and Benoît Lafon
Computational Intelligence Research Group, Department of Computer Science and Digital Technologies
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Abstract

In this paper, we present an intelligent facial emotion recognition system with real-time face tracking
for a humanoid robot. The system is able to detect facial actions and emotions from images with up
to 60 degrees of pose variations. We employ the Active Appearance Model to perform real-time face
tracking and extract both texture and geometric representations of images. A POSIT algorithm is also
used to identify head rotations. The extracted texture and shape features are employed to detect 18
facial actions and seven basic emotions. The overall system is integrated with a humanoid robot
platform to further extend its vision APIs. The system is proved to be able to deal with challenging
facial emotion recognition tasks with various pose variations.

Mongol Barota: A Next Generation Rover
Md. Kishwar Shafin, Kazi Lutful Kabir, Iffatur Ridwan, Tanvir Ahmed Fuad, Sharmistha Bardhan,
Md Ismail Hossain Raju, Afifa Tahira, Ibtasham Afrin, Sushmita Mondal, Sanjida Nasreen Tumpa,
Ashfaque Ahmed, Minhajul Arifin Badhon, Muhammad Tanvirul Islam Jony, Fahim Hasan Khan,
Md Mahboob Karim and Md. Afzal Hossain

Dept. of CSE, Military Institute of Science and Technology, Bangladesh.
kishwar.shafin@gmail.com
Abstract

This paper scrutinizes M ongol Barota - a fully functional, stand-alone mobile platform rover which
is capable to act as a human assistant to perform various scientific tasks in extreme adversities. The
control system of the rover is designed in such a way that it can be commanded from a blind station
within 1 kilometer range. It has successfully taken part in 8th annual University Rover Challenge
organized by the Mars Society at the Mars Desert Research Station (MDRS) in the remote, barren
desert of southern Utah, USA in late May, 2014. It has been traced out as the first entrance in this
competition from Bangladesh and occupied 12th position out of 31 registered teams from 6 countries
of 4 continents. The rover architecture maps the associated components to make it capable to perform
the assigned tasks namely - Sample Return Task, Astronaut Assistance Task, Equipment Servicing
Task and Terrain Traversing Task. Among these, the first task refers to search for the evidence to
identify the existence of life after detailed analysis of collected soil sample from a selected site. In
Equipment servicing task, rover has to perform a sequence of operations that mainly includes switching on a compressor and working with a series of pipes, hoses, valves and other such equipment.
Astronaut assistance task intends the rover to collect tools from some given GPS locations and then
delivery of each of them to the corresponding locations with provided GPS coordinates. Rover has to
traverse an adverse terrain in order to pass through a set of target gates for completion of the terrain
traversing task. This paper provides a detailed demonstration of the Mongol Barota rover, ins andouts
of its architecture, facts and features, system components, logic, logistics and techniques adopted to
implement several tasks representing its overall capabilities.
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Command the Computer with Your Eye –An Electrooculography
Based Approach
Md. Shazzad Hossain, Kristie Huda, and Mohiuddin Ahmad
Dept. of EEE ,Khulna University of Engineering & Technology, Bangladesh
shazzad2k905@gmail.com, kristie_huda@yahoo.com, mohiuddin.ahmad@gmail.com
Abstract
In this paper, a user independent human computer interface system using eye movement and blink
feature detection is introduced. A hands free interface between computer and human can potentially
replace the traditional human computer interface devices like mouse, keyboard etc. This technology
is intended to give functionality to peoples with severe motor disabilities to control a computer by
just moving their eyes. This paper describes a method of controlling the mouse cursor on a computer
screen using the electrical potentials developed by eye movements known as Electrooculography.
Electrooculography (EOG) signal is used to detect eye movement and blink features .The EOG signal
is recorded from electrodes placed at appropriate positions around the eyes. The captured EOG signal
is then analyzed to detect and classify eye movement features of interest. The detected features were
then used to generate control signals to control a mouse cursor. The cursor control application is
implemented offline. The detection accuracy for blinks, horizontal and vertical saccades are 100%,
97% and 93% respectively.

Diagnosis of Kidney Disease Using Fuzzy Expert System
Shakil Ahmed, Md. Tanzir Kabir, Navid Tanzeem Mahmood, Rashedur M Rahman
Dept of ECE, North South University, Bangladesh
ahnafshakil@gmail.com, mtkabir285@gmail.com, navid3893@gmail.com,
rashedur@northsouth.edu
Abstract

The paper develops and presents a diagnosis system based on fuzzy logic to report the healthiness of
a patient’s kidney. The data we chose for our study is obtained from various diagnosis results of
kidney patients of Birdem Hospital, Dhaka. For the fuzzy system, we use a total of seven input variables as follows: nephron functionality, blood sugar, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, age,
weight, and alcohol intake. The result, i.e., the healthiness of kidney is measured in the range of 0 to
10. Our expert system is implemented in the fuzzy logic toolbox built in the Matlab software.
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A Fuzzy Based Recommendation System with Collaborative Filtering
Md Mahfuzur Rahman Siddiquee, Naimul Haider, Rashedur M Rahman
Dept. ECE, North South University, Bangladesh
mahfuz.discover@gmail.com, naimulhaider@gmail.com, rashedur@northsouth.edu
Abstract

Recommendation of items is a popular utility in today’s social networks and ecommerce sites. The
task becomes more critical when high level of accuracy is required. This paper analyzes the improvement in recommendation of movies using Fuzzy logic. The user’s choice similarity and acceptance
rate is calculated with different similarity measurement approaches, e.g., Euclidean Distance, Manhattan Distance, Pearson Coefficient and Cosine Similarity. To calculate user’s choice similarity we
take the K most similar users and find the average rating of the target movie given by the similar
users. To find acceptance rate, we need to find similar movies to the target movie. To do that, we
consider the movies that have the highest number of matching genres against the genres of target
movie. Then we consider K most similar movies and calculate the average rating of those similar
movies given by the target user. We calculate expected rating using those two parameters and then
decision making is made using Mamdani inference systems. We also report performance results of
various models based on different similarity measurement techniques, and membership functions
with type and number variations.

Fuzzy Logic Based MPPT Approach in a Grid Connected
Photovoltaic System
Rajib Baran Roy, Enamul Basher1, Rojoba Yasmin and Md. Rokonuzzaman
Dept. of EEE, University of Information Technology and Sciences (UITS), Bangladesh.
1
Dept. of EEE, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh
*rajib.baran@uits.edu.bd
Abstract

The maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is required for harnessing maximum power from the
grid connected photovoltaic (PV) system. This paper describes a real time implementation of a grid
connected photovoltaic system based on the fuzzy MPPT algorithm to control the power of the PV
panel on the generation side as well as the current of the voltage source inverter (VSI) which is
connected to the grid side. The performance of the control algorithm is verified by simulation and
experiment. The implementation of the fuzzy algorithm is realized on a dSPACE 1104 single board
by controlling a boost chopper and a VSI. The experimental results prove the effectiveness of the
control techniques of the proposed fuzzy logic by fixing the MPPT in the I-V curve of the solar panel.
The DC bus voltage controller based on Lyapounov theory and the hysteresis based current control
of the inverter allow a quasi total transit of the maximum extracted power from the solar panel to the
grid under unit power factor operation.
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A Stability Analysis of Discrete-time Interconnected Systems with
Mixed Passivity, Negative-Imaginary and Small-gain Properties
Md. Arifur Rahman, Abdullah Al Mamun, Kui Yao1
Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering, National University of Singapore, Singapore
1
Institute of Materials Research and Engineering, Agency for Science, Technology and Research, Singapore
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Abstract

A stability analysis of discrete-time interconnected systems with mixed passivity, negativeimaginary and small-gain properties is briefly presented in this paper. These results are analogous to
previously established continuous-time case. Nowadays most of the control design is done in
discrete-time. Hence, this paper provides a foundation for discretization of mixed system with
passivity, negative-imaginary and small-gain properties. Numerical example and practical plant
model example with simulation results substantiate the usefulness of the proposed stability analysis.

Adaptive Resonance Compensation with the Application to Hard Disk Drive
Md. Arifur Rahman, Abdullah Al Mamun, Kui Yao1
Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering, National University of Singapore, Singapore
1
Institute of Materials Research and Engineering, Agency for Science, Technology and Research, Singapore
eleaam@nus.edu.sg, a0092557@u.nus.edu, k-yao@imre.a-star.edu.sg
Abstract

In order to achieve high precision positioning accuracy, the mechanical resonant modes should be
suppressed properly in hard disk servo system. The popular conventional
method is the open-loop approach where a notch filter is used along with a nominal controller. In this
paper, a discrete time adaptive compensator is presented in an efficient and simple way to suppress
the effects of resonant modes of the voice coil motor (VCM) actuator of the hard disk drive. Extensive simulation results on the plant model extracted from a commercial hard disk drive demonstrate
the effectiveness of the controller.

Robust nonlinear control for a networked thermal process with
radiation compensation
Dongyun Wang, Lin Li, Shengjun Wen, Haiquan Wang, Wudai Liao, Junming Xiao
School of Electrical and Information Engineering, Zhongyuan University of TechnologyZhongyuan
Load No.41, Zhengzhou 450007, China
wdy@aliyun.com, 771423199@qq.com, wsj@zut.edu.cn, hqw@zut.edu.cn, wdl@zut.edu.cn,
jmx@zut.edu.cn
Abstract

In this paper, robust nonlinear control is considered for a networked aluminum plate thermal
process with radiation compensation. For the thermal process, the heat radiation is related to fourth
power of temperature so that it is affected evidently by the temperature when it is high and temperature difference between the system and environment is large. Also, there exist time-varying delays
for the networked process. Therefore, a compensation operator based on a SVM (Support
Vector Machine) predictive model is given to compensate the heat radiation. Then, operator
based robust right coprime factorization approach is used to guarantee the robust stable of the
system, where a feed-forward tracking technology is presented to eliminate the effect of the
network time-varying delays.
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Transient Analysis of Unreliable M/M/n/nQueueing System
Gyan Bahadur Thapa1, Ram Prasad Ghimire2, Sushil Ghimire3
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Institute of Engineering, Tribhuvan University, Nepal, 2School of Natural Science, Kathmandu
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Abstract

This paper deals with the transient analysis of multi-server queuing system subject to breakdowns.
The system does not accept the queue of the waiting customers. If the new customer upon its arrival
finds 'n' customers already present in the system, then it is rejected. Customers arrive to the system
in Poisson fashion and are served exponentially. The main purpose of this paper is to find the proportion of lost customers, mean number of customers in service, utilization factor of servers, mean
number of broken servers and utilization of repair capacity, all at any instants. By varying different
parameters, the system behavior is examined with the help of numerical illustrations by using computing software so as to show the model under study has ample practical applications.

Robust RGB Color Image Watermarking Scheme Based on DWTSVD and Chaotic System
Md. Moniruzzaman, Md. Abul Kayum Hawlader and Md. Foisal Hossain
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering
Khulna University of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh
mdzamankuet@gmail.com, kayumkuet09@gmail.com, foisalkuet@yahoo.com
Abstract

This paper presents a robust image watermarking scheme for embedding gray scale watermark into
RGB color image. The presented method is based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT), singular
value decomposition and chaotic system. DWT and SVD are separately applied on three color planes
(R, G and B) of original color image and watermark image for embedding and extracting processes.
DWT and SVD techniques are used in the proposed watermarking scheme to increase the information hiding capacity and perceptual similarity of watermarked image. At the same time, chaotic
system is also used in the proposed watermarking method to ensure the security of the watermarking
technique by scrambling the watermark image. In the embedding stage, the gray scale watermark
information is separately embedded into three color planes of the original color image. On the other
hand, in the extracting stage, the watermark information is separately extracted from three color components and the final watermark is obtained by calculating the average of extracted results from three
color components. The results of the proposed method are compared with other existing image watermarking methods. From the results, it can be seen that the proposed method outperforms the other
existing methods by giving high values of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and low values of mean
square error (MSE). The proposed approach also shows well robustness against different types of
attacks than other existing methods by providing high values of normalized correlation (NC).
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FPGA Implementation of High Performance FastPage Mode Dynamic
Random Access Memory
Prajoy Podder, Md. Mehedi Hasan and Tanvir Zaman Khan
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Khulna University of Engineering &
Technology (KUET), Bangladesh
prajoypodder@gmail.com, mehedihasanece@gmail.com, tzkhan19@gmail.com
Abstract

A digital system frequently requires memory for storage. To facilitate this requirement, FPGAs offer
different types of memory, ranging from block RAM, a highly distributed RAM in the form of the
multiple LUTs, right down to the storage of data in the flip-flops. However, unlike the conventional
RAMs, dynamic random access memory (DRAM) is best suited for larger volumes of memory,
because it permits complex yet advanced levels of integration, occupies less space in motherboard
due to reduced feature size, and more importantly, it is inexpensive. Dynamic RAMs evolved from
the earliest 1-kilobit (KB) generation to the modern 1-gigabit (GB) generation through the advances
and developments in not only semiconductor process but also circuit design technology. This paper
proposes resistor transistor logic (RTL) design of the first generation and second-generation high
performance (Fast Page Mode) dynamic random access memory. The simulation diagram was
experimented using the Verilogger Test bench pro 6.5 software. The timing as well as device utilization summary has been presented in this paper and compared for both normal and fast page mode
DRAM. For fast page mode DRAM, the combinational path delay was less compared to the first
generation DRAM.

Web Mining to Generate Multimodal Learning Materials for
Children with Special Needs
1

Anukha Wagley, 1Moniruzzaman Bhuiyan,2Praven Akhter , 3Keshav Dahal,4Alamgir Hossain
School of Engineering and Environment,Northumbria University,UK,
University of Sheffield,UK, 3University of the West of Scotland ,UK,
4
Anglia Ruskin Univerisity,UK

1
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anukhaa@gmail.com, mb@du.ac.bd, akhter@sheffield.ac.uk
keshav.dahal@uws.ac.uk, alamgir.hossain@anglia.ac.uk
Abstract

Developing a web mining scheme that takes plain text (for example, a paragraph of a story) as an
input to generate multimodal learning materials from the Internet sources could be of great help to
both teachers and children with special needs. This paper proposes a solution which at first
extracts the keywords from the plain text provided using word co-occurrences method. The
co-occurrence distribution between frequent terms and other terms in a sentence are used to define
the relative importance of a term. Thus extracted keywords are used to search for the multimodal
elements (texts, images and video clips) and other similar stories through search engine APIs
(Application Programme Interface). After the search operation, URL (Uniform Resource Locator)
filtering, domain filtering and web content analysis based filtering methods are used to remove
unwanted materials. The proposed scheme has been implemented, tested and verified by children through ethnographic method to demonstrate the merits and capabilities in generating multimodal learning. Results show that the proposed scheme offers on average of about 80% accuracy for learning material generation.
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URWF: User Reputation based Weightage Framework for Twitter
Micropost Classification

Asad Bukhari, Usman Qamar, Um-e-Ghazia1
College of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, National University of Sciences and Technology
Pakistan,1School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, National University of Sciences
and Technology Pakistan
asadhasnain@gmail.com, usmanq@ceme.nust.edu.pk, umeghazia@gmail.com
Abstract
Sentiment analysis is an emerging field that helps in understanding the sentiments of user on microblogging sites. Many sentiment analysis techniques have been proposed by researchers that classifies
and analyze the sentiments from micropost posted by various users. Majorly, these techniques
perform text based classification that does not allow predicting the micropost impact. Further it is
very difficult to analyze this huge volume of online content produced each day. Therefore, an effective technique for sentiment analysis is required that not only perform the precise text based classification but also makes the analysis easy by reducing the volume of data. Moreover, micropost impact
must also be determined in order to segregates the high impact microposts in corpus. In the present
study, we have presented sentiment analysis framework that incorporates any text based classification and separates out the high impact microposts from low impact by calculating the factor of user
reputation. This user reputation is calculated by considering multiple factors regarding user activities
that help business to know about customer opinions and views for their products and services. This
way volume of data becomes small that has to be analyzed by considering only microposts posted by
high impact users. Multiple text classifications classes are introduced instead of just positive, negative and neutral for precise sentiment classification. The proposed framework also calculates the
accumulated weight of each micropost by multiplying the user reputation with the assigned sentiment
score. The user reputation calculation factors are validated by using Spearman and Kendall correlation coefficient. The framework is further evaluated by using the Sanders topic based corpus and
results are presented.

Dynamic Student Assessment to Advocate Personalized Learning Plan
Ahmad Sofian Shminan and Mohd Kamal Othman
Faculty of Cognitive Science and Human Development, University Malaysia Sarawak,94300 Kota
Samarahan, Malaysia
sasofian@fcs.unimas.my, omkamal@fcs.unimas.my
Abstract

A central challenge in education is to match instruction to the characteristics and learning styles of
students in order to optimize learning. In this article, we intend to outline our approach to supporting
personalized learning strategies by constructing dynamical student profiling using ubiquitous computing capability. This profiling includes recorded data on students' affective responses to learning to
discern students' level of motivation and details from generic student profiles to describe and predict
student learning patterns. Learning pattern data analysis derives conclusions using decision trees.
Through this process, information can be extracted from students' affective responses and students’
profile data and relevant correlations between the two data sets can be recognized automatically. A
personalized learning component uses this information to offer proactive support to students. This is
achieved by recommending personalized courses of action which are beneficial to students. Our
proposed model has been tested in a classroom simulation. Issues of sample limitations and promising directions for future research are elaborated towards the end of this paper.
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Feature Selection and Intrusion classification in NSL-KDD Cup 99
Dataset Employing SVMs
Muhammad Shakil Pervez, Dewan M Farid
Dept. of CSE, United International University, Bangladesh
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Abstract

Intrusion is the violation of information security policy by malicious activities. Intrusion detection
(ID) is a series of actions for detecting and recognising suspicious actions that make the expedient
acceptance of standards of confidentiality, quality, consistency, and availability of a computer based
network system. In this paper, we present a new approach consists with merging of feature selection
and classification for multiple class NSL-KDD cup 99 intrusion detection dataset employing support
vector machine (SVM). The objective is to improve the competence of intrusion classification with a
significantly reduced set of input features from the training data. In supervised learning, feature
selection is the process of selecting the important input training features and removing the irrelevant
input training features, with the objective of obtaining a feature subset that produces higher classification accuracy. In the experiment, we have applied SVM classifier on several input feature subsets
of training dataset of NSL-KDD cup 99 dataset. The experimental results obtained showed the
proposed method successfully bring 91% classification accuracy using only three features and 99%
classification accuracy using 36 features, while all 41 training features achieved 99% classification
accuracy.

Educational Data Mining: A Mining Model for Developing Students’
Programming Skills
Asraful Alam Pathan, Mehedi Hasan, Md. Ferdous Ahmed, Dewan M Farid
Dept. of CSE,United International University, Bangladesh
shihabsilicon@gmail.com, mehedijitu@gmail.com, ferdousa13@gmail.com,
dewanfarid@cse.uiu.ac.bd
Abstract

Educational data mining (EDM) is a branch of data mining and machine learning research to develop
new ways to analysis educational data from an educational system. Recently, EDM an rising field of
data mining and educational systems. EDM uses traditional mining algorithms to analyses educational data in order to understand and improve the students’ learning process. In this paper, we present a decision tree (DT) based mining model for developing students C programming skills. DT is a
rule set, which is a top-down recursive divide and conquer mining algorithm in supervised learning.
We have collected data from 70 students of Structured Programming Language (SLP) course and
generated two datasets StuBehEduInfo and QuickTestInfo. The StuBehEduInfo dataset contains
student behavioural and past educational attributes. The QuickTestInfo dataset contains simple C
programming questions. Then using these datasets we built two decision trees that can classify the
students into three groups (Good, Average, & poor), so we can take extra care of the weakest
students. The proposed decision tree models can correctly classify 87% students.
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Usability Analysis of ERP Software: Education and Experience of
Users’ as Moderators
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Abstract

Information systems play a massive role in measuring, analyzing, improving and controlling business processes, especially where the working environment is collaborative and distributed. Though
management information system (MIS), as a sector and a discipline, is inventor of many guidelines
and models, yet it seems a slow runner on practical implications of usability within its industry of
reference. In this paper, researchers critically examined usability using system usability scale (SUS)
on most popular enterprise resource planning system SAP, an integrated solution that incorporates
the key business operation functions and processes of an organization. The purpose of this research
was to investigate the influence of ERP users’ demographic information like educational background
and job experiences (as factors affecting users’ cognitive performance) against the task of rating
usability of the system. Survey questionnaire were used as a data collection method and regression
testing was conducted to obtain the result of impact. Several potential outputs were achieved and
further explained.

Test Data Generation From Hibernate Constraints
Krittaya Marin, Chartchai Doungsa-ard
College of Arts, Media and Technology Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, Thailand
c.doungsaard@gmail.com, marinkrittaya@gmail.com
Abstract

Hibernate framework is one the most widely used object-relational mapping framework in open
source world. The framework extremely helps developers on working with the software development
with databases. However, the persistence has to be implemented manually. Also, software testing is
a way to make sure that defects should be found as many as possible. Nevertheless, it is not possible
to do unit testing without test data. If test data can be generated automatically, the cost of software
development should be reduced significantly. In this work,we proposed a method to generate the test
data from a Java bean from Hibernate constraints annotations using search techniques. The search
space has been generated by applying Feed4j according to each field constraint. The violation cases
from Hibernate validator has been used as a Fitness function. The evaluation was done by the comparison analysis between the proposed approach i.e. genetic algorithm and a local search technique
i.e. random search. The results showed that, our approach was more effective than the random
search.
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JuiceGen: The JUnit Test Generation Tool from the UML State
Machine Diagram
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Abstract

This paper proposes a JUnit test code generation tool from the UML state machine diagram which is
referred to here as JuiceGen tool. Genetic algorithm (GA) based approach is used to generate the test
data because of its simplicity and effectiveness. The generated test data are sequences of triggers
which change the status of the state machine diagram. The GAs can generate sequences of triggers
which can cover more than 95% transition coverage. The triggers are mapped as methods called in
the test code. Junit test code is generated not only from the sequences of triggers. The mapping information between the state machine diagram and the class under tests are also required. This detail
includes: the methods which map to the triggers; the class members which map to the attribute; and
the initial value of the attributes of the state machine. The generated JUnit test code has been tested
by finding the code coverage of the program under test. The experimental results show that JUnit
code generated from JuiceGen can represent all behaviours which the sequence of triggers could
cover.

MTTG: An Efficient Technique for Test Data Generation
Khandakar Rabbi, Rafiqul Islam, Quazi Mamun and Mohammed Golam Kaosar1
School of Computing and Mathematics , Charles Sturt University,
Department of Computer Science Effat University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
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Abstract

Test data generation is a significant part of software and/or hardware testing. It is a complex problem
and researchers have proposed various solutions to generate optimum number of test data in an
acceptable polynomial time. However, most of the solutions are highly complex (NP-hard), interaction limitation and takes substantial time to generate test data set. Therefore, it is an open challenge
to propose the best solution. This paper proposes a novel technique called MTTG (Multi-Tuple based
T-way Test Generator) which relies on Kid’s Card game strategy. The proposed technique finds optimum matching value by searching through all possible combination of similarity matching, based on
data generation principle. Our empirical results demonstrate that the proposed MTTG is very
efficient in test data generation based on time and interaction strength/level, compared to other existing strategies.
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Last mile delivery concepts in E-Commerce An empirical approach
Simon Holdorf, Hans-Dietrich Haasis
Abstract

This paper discusses the question whether online retailers can diversify from their competitors
by reaching out to new delivery concepts for last mile logistics. We choose an empirical study
to ask 250 potential online consumers about their opinion and preferences of online trading and last
mile deliveryto show the importance of new delivery strategies in order to deal with the rising challenges of high growth rates in E-Commerce business for retailers and logistic service providers.

Stochastic Local Search for Pattern Set Mining
Muktadir Hossain, Tajkia Tasnim, Swakkhar Shatabda and Dewan M Farid
Dept. of CSE, United International University, Bangladesh
swakkhar@cse.uiu.ac.bd
Abstract

Local search methods can quickly find good qualitysolutions in cases where systematic search methods might takea large amount of time. Moreover, in the context of patternset mining exhaustive
search methods are not applicable duethe large search space they have to explore. In this paper,
wepropose the application of stochastic local search to solve thepattern set mining and specifically to
the task of concept learning.We applied a number of local search algorithms on a standardbenchmark
instances for pattern set mining and the results showthe potentials for further exploration.

Toward a framework for automated service composition and
execution
Pathathai Na-Lumpoon1, Marie-Christine Fauvet, Ahmed Lbath
University of Grenoble Alps – LIG 41 rue des mathématiques, F38000 Grenoble,
1
Chiang Mai University, Thailand
Abstract

Service composition brings many beneﬁts of reusing existing services (so called components) to
synthesize a new resulting service (so called composite).Composing a service composition usually
happens at design time, but this limit the choices of component services. This paper presents a framework for web service composition and execution based on the integration of di�erent domains. Given
a user’s query, and a list of service descriptions (in SAWSDL), the framework ﬁrst provides an automated composition of services based on Fluent Calculus. This step, employing chaining inference
from AI-planning with FLUX constraint programming method, generates a plan which is either a
sequence or a parallel composition of operations o�ered by the selected services. As a second step,
the plan is transformed into a BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) model in order to be
executed by any BPMN engine. The proposed work relies on a broad project that aims at design and
develop a non intrusive framework dedicated to context aware mobile services [1]–[3].
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GraATP: A Graph Theoretic Approach forAutomated Theorem
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Abstract

Automated Theorem Proving (ATP) is an established branch of Artificial Intelligence. The purpose
of ATPis to design a system which can automatically figure out analgorithm either to prove or
disprove a mathematical claim, onthe basis of a set of given premises, using a set of fundamentalpostulates and following the method of logical inference. Inthis paper, we propose GraATP, a generalized framework forautomated theorem proving in plane geometry. Our proposedmethod translates
the geometric entities into nodes of a graph andthe relations between them as edges of that graph. The
automatedsystem searches for different ways to reach the conclusion for aclaim via graph traversal
by which the validity of the geometrictheorem is examined.

Ant Colony Optimization, Genetic Programming and a Hybrid
Approach for Credit Scoring: A Comparative Study
Rojin Aliehyaei and Shamim Khan
School of Computer Science, Columbus State University Columbus, USA
aliehyaei_rojin@columbusstate.edu,khan_shamim@columbusstate.edu
Abstract

Credit scoring is a commonly used method for evaluating the risk involved in granting credits.
Both Genetic Programming (GP) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) have been investigated
in the past as possible tools for credit scoring. This paper reports an investigation into the relative performances of GP, ACO and a new hybrid GP-ACO approach, which relies on the ACO
technique to produce the initial populations for the GP technique. Performance of the hybrid
approach has been compared with both the GP and ACO approaches using two well-known
benchmark data sets. Experimental results demonstrate the dependence of GP and ACO classification accuracies on the input data set. For any given data set, the hybrid approach performs
better than the worse of the other two methods. Results also show that use of ACO in the
hybrid approach has only a limited impact in improving GP performance.
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Abstract

Legacy software, often written in procedural languages, could be a major concern for organizations
due to low maintainability. A possible way out could be migrating the software to object oriented
architecture, which is easier to maintain due to better modularity. However, a manual migration
could take significant time and thus an automated process is required. This migration problem has
been modeled as an optimal graph clustering problem where vertices and edges are represented by
function and function calls respectively. Solution to this problem is NP-hard and thus meta-heuristic
base approaches are potential to get near optimal result. This paper presents a Variable Neighborhood
Search (VNS) approach for addressing the modeled graph clustering problem. The method provides
a set of clusters that gives a clue for possible structure of the object oriented architecture. This
approach is based on the objective to minimize the coupling and maximize the cohesion within the
clusters. The proposed algorithm was implemented and its performance was compared with state of
the art techniques. It is observed that the proposed method produced 37.15% and 12.02% better
results in contrast to genetic algorithm and local search heuristics.

A Novel Embedded System for Better Detection of Perilous Gases
Abu Asaduzzaman1, Muhammad F. Mridha2, Kishore K. Chidella3
EECS Department,Wichita State University, Wichita, Kansas, USA, 2CSE Department, University
of Asia Pacific, Dhaka, Bangladesh, 3EECS Department, Wichita State University, Wichita,
Kansas, USA
abu.asaduzzaman@wichita.edu, firoz@uap-bd.edu, kkchidella@wichita.edu
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Abstract

Gas leakage is a major problem in industrial sectors, residential premises, and gas-powered vehicles
such as compressed natural gas (CNG) cars. The gas detection kits are used to detect the gas leakage
at vulnerable places to prevent accidents due to harmful gases. Studies show that modern embedded
systems have potential to detect gases and alert people. Various sensors are used (in the embedded
systems) to detect various harmful gases. However, most commercially available systems can detect
only one gas. The aim of this paper is to introduce an embedded system that can detect various perilous gases and automatically alert about gas leakage in vulnerable premises as needed. The experimental gas leakage system consists of a Carbon Dioxide (CO2) sensor, Carbon Monoxide (CO)
sensor, temperature sensor, microcontroller, air conditioner, and a buzzer. The use of temperature
sensor is not just confined to detect the temperature but it is used to control the heating ventilation
and air conditioning (HVAC) applications inside the residential premises. According to preliminary
experiments, the proposed system can detect both CO and CO2 with up to 98% accuracy, control
HVAC applications, and alert people in case of a gas leakage. Comparing with two similar contemporary systems, the proposed system offers more and better useful features such as detecting multiple
gases, displaying messages, and triggering alarm system.
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An Intelligent Mobile-Based Automatic DiagnosticSystem to Identify
Retinal Diseases using Mathematical Morphological Operations
Mohamed Omar, Alamgir Hossain, Li Zhang and Hubert Shum
Computational Intelligence Group, Department of Computer Science and Digital Technologies
Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 1XE, UK
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Abstract

Diabetic retinopathy is considered in terms of the presence of exudates which cause vision loss in the
areas affected. This study targets the development of an intelligent mobile-based automatic diagnosis
integrated with a microscopic lens to identify retinal diseases at initial stage at any time or place.
Exudate detection is a significant step in order obtaining an early diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy,
and if they are segmented accurately, laser treatment can be applied effectively. Consequently,
precise segmentation is the fundamental step in exudate extraction. This paper proposes a technique
for exudates segmentation in colour retinal images using morphological operations. In this method,
after pre-processing, the optic disc and blood vessels are isolated from the retinal image. Exudates are
then segmented by a combination of morphological operations such as the modified regionprops
function and a reconstruction technique. The proposed technique is verified against the DIARETDB1
database and achieves 85.39% sensitivity. The proposed technique achieves better exudate detection
results in terms of sensitivity than other recent methods reported in the literature. In future work, our
system will be deployed to a mobile platform to allow efficient and instant diagnosis.

Mobile-Enabled Content Adaptation System for E-Learning Websites
using Segmentation Algorithm
Sauradyuti Coondu, Samiran Chattopadhyay, Matangini Chattopadhyay1, Sundar Roy Chowdhury
Department of Information Technology, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India
1
School of Education Technology, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India
sauradyuti@gmail.com, samirancju@gmail.com, matanginic@gmail.com,
roychowdhurysundar@gmail.com
Abstract

Internet access using mobile handheld devices has surpassed that of fixed Internet, but most web
pages are designed for desktop browsers. Mobile devices have resource limitations. Consequently,
web pages designed for desktop browsing cannot be well displayed on mobile devices. Thus,
dynamically transforming web contents designed for desktops into contents which can be displayed
in a mobile device is an important task. Various approaches of content adaptation have been
proposed to achieve this goal, but no single content adaptation strategy has been found to be effective. On the other hand, e-learning contents have grown manifold over years. In this paper, we
provide a framework for an e-learning content adaptation system that can be used with desktops and
mobile devices seamlessly. We combine multiple content adaptation strategies to make e-learning
contents appropriate for mobile devices. Among the various content adaptation strategies, the
segmentation algorithm plays the most important role. Experimental results show that our segmentation algorithm improves upon the Gomory-Hu tree based clustering algorithm, which is similar to our
algorithm, with respect to the desired results.
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Design and Simulation of Wireless Stationary Charging System for
Hybrid Electric Vehicle using Inductive Power Pad in Parking
Garage
Md. Ruhul Amin, Rajib Baran Roy
Dept. of EEE, University of Information Technology and Sciences (UITS), Bangladesh
ruhul.amin@uits.edu.bd, rajib.baran@uits.edu.bd
Abstract
Carbon emission minimization is one of big challenge in this century. For this purpose, in public transport
point of view, the integration of electric vehicle is growing fast. Now the intention of this work is to design
wireless charger with the aim of charging vehicle battery. The charger contains with a transmitter antenna
which is assembled in parking garage surface in a particular area and a receiver antenna which is attached with
vehicle bottom side with battery is to be charged. Here inductive power transfer technique is applied to transfer
energy from transmitter to receiver through the air-gap in an optimum distance for achieving high efficiency
of transfer link. MATLAB/SIMULINK is used to simulate the power pad of transmitter and receiver with
proper calculation of inductance in each pad and mutual inductance between pads. The high frequency signal
is thrown for traveling through the air-gap due to contain high signal strength. The received signal is further
rectified to DC for restoring it into battery. This paper focuses the design of transmitter and receiver with
proper investigation of circuit parameter of transmitter antenna and receiver antenna for electric vehicle.
Finally the charger efficiency is determined with MATLAB/SIMULINK.

Assessment of Occupational Noise Induced Hearing Loss via a
Smartphone Application
Md. Shoab Miah, Sabirat Rubya, Md. Faisal Kabir1
Dept. of CSE, United International University, Bangladesh
1
Dept. of CS, North Dakota State University
shoab.miah@gmail.com, sabirat@cse.uiu.ac.bd, mdfaisal.kabir@ndsu.edu
Abstract
Exposure to excessive noise for long duration is one of the avoidable occupational health hazards with
substantial physiological and social effect. When engineering controls and work practices are not realistic,
hearing protectors should be used for reducing sound exposure to safe levels. But accurate assessment of noise
induction is necessary before taking any adequate measures. The effects of occupational noise induced hearing
loss are higher in the developing regions compared to the developed countries. This is due to lack of prevalent
epidemiological data regarding risk factors and costs of NIHL. Hence, in this paper, we have estimated the
degree of occupational NIHL among people from different professions via a smartphone application: HearIT.
We have addressed five different professions primarily but more extensive deployment of this application can
reveal more accurate state of occupational NIHL which can be used to raise awareness among workers about
the harmful effects of noise on hearing and other body systems by implementing compulsory education or
training programs.
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Mapping Computer Science Research in Bangladesh
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Abstract

This paper represents a scientometric-based analysis of Computer Science research in Bangladesh.
The paper reports our analytical results from Scopus data for the last 25 years. The results present
detailed statistics about the research output, the growth of research publications, citation-based
impact analysis and collaboration patterns. It also tries to identify the top institutions and authors and
preferred publication sources. We also did a text-based research theme analysis for the 25 year
period and present the thematic research areas and their trends during the period.

The Methodology for Collaborative Development of Intelligent
Wearable Meta-Products
Mohammed Taha Elhariri Essamlali1, Aicha Sekhari1, Abdelaziz Bouras1,2, Salinee Santiteerakul1,
Yacine Ouzrout1
1

DISP Laboratory, Lumiere University Lyon 2. 160 boulevard de l’Université, 69676 Bron Cedex,
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Abstract

Meta-Product (MP) is a new evolution of product that involves with network of services, products,
people, and environment. From an industrial point of view, this evolution shifts from a material multiplication to an information generated by human actions. Meta-Products require more complex
elements than generic products and need the involvement of multidisciplinary team (garment designers, sensor networks designers and application developers). Therefore, a new product development
methodology that improves network collaboration is required. The main objective of this work is to
propose a new methodology for the collaborative development of intelligent wearable MetaProducts. The proposed methodology contributes for a clear understanding about the steps to be used
during the design and development of new Meta-Products.
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Comparison of Protégé Plugins Performance in Automatic
Construction of Ontology from Relational Databases
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Abstract

Constructing ontologies from relational databases is an active research topic in the Semantic Web
domain. While conceptual mapping rules/principles of relational databases and ontology structures
are being proposed, several software modules or plugins are being developed to enable the automatic
conversion of relational databases into ontologies. However, the correlation between the resulting
ontologies built automatically with plugins from relational databases and the database-to-ontology
mapping principles has been given little attention. This study reviews and applies two Protégé
plugins, namely, DataMaster and OntoBase to automatically construct ontologies from a relational
database. The resulting ontologies are further analysed to match their structures against the
database-to-ontology mapping principles. A comparative analysis of the matching results reveals that
OntoBase outperforms DataMaster in applying the database-to-ontology mapping principles for
automatically converting relational databases into ontologies.

Project based learning Framework with Industrial Participation to
support the Senior Project Course
Santichai Wicha, Wacharawan Intayoad
School of Information Technology, Mae Fah Luang University, Chiang Rai, Thailand
santichai@mfu.ac.th, wacharawan.mfu@gmail.com
Abstract

This study focuses on the Project Based Learning framework which is related on how to improve the
software development skills matching with an industrial software skills lists based on a case study of
senior project course with third year students majoring in information technology at Mae Fah Laung
University, Chiang rai, Thailand. The results investigated the positive project quality from skills
matrix mapping with the requirement and career part check list from a software expertise company.
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Performance of Relay Assisted Turbo-VBLAST Coded System for
Wireless Communication
M.M. Kamruzzaman, Wenqi He, and Xiang Peng
Key Laboratory of Optoelectronics Devices and Systems, Shenzhen University, China
Abstract
A Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) relay assisted wireless communication system encoded
with Turbo-VBLAST codes is studied in this paper. Source is equipped with multiple transmit antennas, relay is equipped with multiple transmit as well as receive antennas and destination is also
equipped with multiple receive antennas. Turbo encoder encodes the input bits and then QPSK or 16
QAM or 64 QAM modulator modulates the turbo-encoded bits. Modulated symbols are further
encoded using VBLAST and then split into n streams which are simultaneously transmitted through
the n transmit antennas of source. It is observed that relay assisted Turbo-VBALST encoded system
provides 3-7 dB coding gain for different combination of transmit and receive antennas at a BER of
10-5 compared to Turbo-VBALST encoded direct link system. And there is around 3 to 7 dB gain for
increasing number of receiving antennas from 2 to 6.

Seizure Detection using Bessel K-Form Parameters in the Empirical
Mode Decomposition Domain
Anindya Bijoy Das*, Faisal Ahmed and Mohammed Imamul Hassan Bhuiyan
Dept. of EEE, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh
*

anindya149@yahoo.com
Abstract

In this paper, a statistical analysis of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals is carried out in the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) domain using a publicly available benchmark EEG database. First,
the intrinsic mode functions (IMF) are extracted from the EEG signals in the EMD domain. Next, the
investigation was carried whether the Bessel k-form (BKF) probability density function (pdf) can
appropriately model the IMFs extracted in EMD domain of the EEG signals. It is shown that on an
average, the BKF pdf is a suitable prior to model the first five IMFs extracted from various types of
EEG recordings. After that, it is shown that the BKF parameters can distinguish among the EEG
signals at those five IMF levels quite well. The analysis is further confirmed through the p-values
obtained by one way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Thus, the BKF parameters in the EMD domain
may be used to characterize EEG signals and help the electroencephalographers in developing fast
and effective classifiers for seizure seizure detection.
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Low Cost Neonatal Incubator with Smart Control System
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Abstract

A neonatal incubator has been designed, modeled and developed which is incorporated with embedded temperature and humidity control system. The chamber has two compartments; larger and
smaller. Smaller compartment consists of temperature and humidity control unit and larger compartment consists of a mattress where the baby is kept. The control system components include relative
sensors, fans, bulbs, heater and Arduino Uno microcontroller. For implementation, a software program has been developed in C which comprises a code editor. A flowchart is provided to illustrate the logical expression of the program. The salient features of the model are –it is entirely microcontroller based, can be locally developed at a low cost and is a sophisticated version of conventional
incubator systems. The system can control the temperature at the set level of 36oC to 37oC and
relative humidity at the set level of 70% to 75%. At the same time the incubator is free of health
hazard. It can be used commercially in the hospitals as too at home.

An Alternative Approach of Evaluating Dice Similarity Index for
Pre-segmented Blood Vessels
Abanti Shama Afroz
American International University- Bangladesh
abanti2007@gmail.com
Abstract

Modeling and simulating blood vessels in order to predict their behavior prior to surgical interventions is an emerging research field. These three dimensional models at their region of interest are
generated from corresponding computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scans and is often referred as the segmentation task. A critical point in similar segmentation and
related post processing tasks is to measure the accuracy of the applied method with ‘Dice Similarity
Index’. The standard procedure of evaluating this index is to compare the segmented label masks in
their two dimensional phase. However, more cases are coming forward where only the finalized three
dimensional structures are available. This work focuses on developing an alternative framework
where the dice index of two three dimensional models are computed. The objective has been
achieved by slicing the solid structures at multiple planes and for five sets with varying slice numbers. The observed Dice indices vary from 0.67 to 0.9 with a median slightly above 0.8, which is
seemingly a fairly reasonable value. The results also indicate that even though dice index for a singular plane of the whole structure is not enough, increasing the slice numbers to a fairly high value does
not affect the result as well.
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Red Blood based Disease Screening using Marker Controlled
Watershed Segmentation and Post-Processing
Pooja Lepcha1, Worawut Srisukkham2, Li Zhang2, Alamgir Hossain3
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Abstract
Cell segmentation is a challenging problem due to the complexity and nature of the blood cells.
Traditional methods of counting the cells are slow, error prone and often influenced by the performance of the operator. This paper aims to segment and count Red Blood Cells (RBCs) automatically
shown in microscopic blood images to determine the condition of the person under examination. We
also aim to increase the accuracy of segmentation by precisely looking into the counting of the overlapped cells which is the most conventional challenging task faced by many researchers. The RBCs
in this paper are segmented using the integration of marker controlled watershed segmentation with
morphological operations. The result of the proposed algorithm was validated with the manual counting method, and a good conformity of about 93.13 % was obtained. The future work will involve
segmentation of more complex overlapping cells and the development of Smartphone based realtime disease screening system.

In Silico Analysis of Salt Responsive Survival Associated Motifs in
Rice Promoter
Rubaida Easmin, Shamira Tabrejeey1, Lamisha Rowshon, Alim Ul Gias, Md. Miraj Kobad
Chowdhuryy1 and Shah Mostafa Khaled
Institute of Information Technology, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh,
1
Dept. of Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh
bit0206@iit.du.ac.bd, bit0311@iit.du.ac.bd, alim@du.ac.bd, khaled@du.ac.bd,
shamiratorry@yahoo.com, mchowdhury@cfri.ca
Abstract

In stressed condition, several speciﬁc transcription factors bind to corresponding regulatory elements
or motifs resulting in the expression of appropriate genes, which helps the plant to survive in that
condition. Till now, several motifs have been identiﬁed though computationally validating those
motifs is a major research concern. Considering this, we present an in silico method to validate the
presence of such motifs in the promoter of rice genes, which could be associated with the survival of
rice in saline environments. For this, we present a statistical approach that consists of three consecutive steps: ﬁnding overrepresented oligomers in sensitive variety, identifying the potential motif from
the overrepresented oligomers and validating oligomers in the promoters of up regulated genes of
tolerant variety using the motif of the sensitive one. In our experiment, we have initially identiﬁed 5
potential pentamers and then the most represented one (ACGAC) was used to validate previously
described motifs overrepresented in promoters of genes in different abiotic stress tolerant rice to
justify their association with survival. Ultimately, our method has shown promises to better identify
motifs in promoters of genes up regulated during salt stress according to their likelihood to be associated with the plant survival.
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BLASTAssemb: An Approach to Construct Genetic Elements using BLAST
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Abstract

With the availability of recent next generation sequencing technologies and cheap price, genome of
different organisms is now being sequenced frequently. Therefore, quick assembling of a genetic
element from the raw genome generated through the sequencing technologies has become necessary
for better understanding of different biological systems. This paper proposes an algorithm for
constructing genetic elements from raw genome using reference sequences. For this, we considered
a weighted frequency based consensus making mechanism. Furthermore, we have used BLAST
(Basic local alignment search tool), a well known tool to the community of bioinformaticians, in this
regard. The proposed method, thus applies the capability of BLAST, which enables the construction
of genetic elements from raw sequences. For evaluating our algorithm, we have chosen Pokkali (a
verity of rice) raw genome and few promoters of Japonica (another verity of rice) as our reference
data. Experimental results demonstrated that our proposed algorithm could accurately construct the
promoter sequences of Pokkali from its raw genome sequences.

Location Based ATM Locator System Using OpenStreetMap
Rajib Chandra Das, Parijat Prashun Purohit, Tauhidul Alam, Mahfuzul Hoq Chowdhury
Dept. of CSE, Chittagong University of Engineeering and Technology, Bangladesh
rajibdas.cuet@gmail.com, parijat2009@gmail.com, tauhid03_cuet@yahoo.co.uk,
mahfuzulhoq.cse05@gmail.com
Abstract

Money transaction through ATM machine wherever we go has become phenomenon in our day-todays activities as it is safe to keep a ATM card rather than keeping cash. When we need cash in any
unknown area or during any emergency situation, we need to know about nearest ATM booth from
where we can avail this opportunity. In addition, a tourist or new comer may face difficulty in having
ATM help without this information. Hence, we have proposed a location based ATM locator system
(LBALS) using OpenStreetMap, a growing open source digital map where ATM booths and fast
tracks are mapped. Database contains detail information about all available ATM booths and fast
tracks of different banks. It requires GPS supported android device with application installed on it for
the user. Textual information are provided of nearest ATM booths or fast tracks from user’s current
position when he requires the information. Some Markers indicate ATM booths or fast tracks on the
map. Dijkstra’s algorithm has been applied to show the possible shortest path between user and an
ATM booth. Haversine formula is also used to calculate perpendicular distance. Implemented
LBALS is tested for some random locations in a specific region of our country.
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MapBeing: An Architecture for Manipulating and Publishing Vector
Data in Web based Geographic Information System
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Abstract

Web Geographic Information Systems (We-bGIS) have been introduced for fulﬁlling the growing
need of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in the Internet. WebGIS can also be used to manipulate the published data according to the user’s need. However, publishing of large volume interactive
vector data might degrade the performance of WebGIS, due to upload/download and rendering time.
In this paper, a vector data manipulating and publishing architecture named MapBeing is proposed
which provides features to manipulate and publish huge volumes of data on maps without degrading
performance. The proposed architecture consists of four core layers named User End, the Request
Handler, Service and Data Provider. The User End layer is constructed using an open source
JavaScript library called OpenLayers which shows vector data on the interactive map presented on
the web. The Request Handler layer processes data provisioning based on user interaction. GeoServer is used in the Service layer for map creation and modiﬁcation and PostGIS, a Database for
storing spatial data, is used as the Data Provider layer. The experiment shows that along with the
ability to manipulate and publish vector data, the architecture also achieves signiﬁcant amount of
lower usage in user bandwidth.

A Case-Based Framework for Self-Healing Paralysed
Components in Distributed Software Applications
Tanim Hasan, Asif Imran, Kazi Sakib
Institute of Information Technology, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh
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Abstract

Self-healing is the ability of the software to detect faulty modules at execution time and replace or
recover those without affecting other components. This paper proposes a framework for self-healing
of Distributed Software System (DSS). Monitoring component is used to detect and record failures
of DSS. Healing system will replace the paralysed components with healthy ones which will be initiated from the information given by Monitoring system to the proposed Reviver process. A failed case
table is required to match the real life failures with it for identification of the solution. Distance
between the failed case table and the recorded failures need to be calculated using exclusive OR since
the solution closest to the fail can then be determined. Afterwards, the minimum distance between
those is used to resolve the failure. This recovery is achieved through replacement of the faulty modules with redundant components in the DSS. Performance evaluation shows a desirable time
consumption of less than the standard 0.7 seconds for component replacement in all the experimental
iterations.
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A case study of the economic feasibility of smart grid solutions in LV
networks
Tomasz Siewierski1, MichałSzypowski2
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Abstract

The paper deals with technical and economic aspects of selected voltage control methods in LV
distribution networks with high penetration of PV installations in residential, sub-urban areas. Feasibility of smart grid active network management and electrical and thermal storage facilities are analysed and compared.

Pisces – Responsive Remote eHealth Pilot
András Gábor
Corvinno Technology Transfer Centre, Budapest
Abstract

The PISCES project proved the concept of the Future Internet Paradigm in the Health domain. In
order to tackle this challenge, two carefully-chosen test cases have been designed, based mainly on
Internet of the Things (IoT) and Semantics. PISCES outcomes include knowledge-based support
system scalable and open architecture based on the sense-and-respond architectural principle, and the
deployment of an infrastructure to allow medical information exchange. Definition and analysis of a
wide range of functional and non-functional specifications and requirements cover prevention and
disease/patient management. Development of FI-oriented conceptual prototypes incorporates the FI
technologies which demonstrate critical solutions and their overall applicability and feasibility.
Focus is given on the patient prevention by providing real-time monitoring of patient health condition and a comprehensive alerting system, including proactive notification about health problems.

Development and Demonstration of a Prototype e-ECG System for
Telemedicine Application
G.M.A Ehsanur Rahman1, Md. Abdul Mukit2, Raqibul Mostafa3*, K. I. U. Ahmed4, Murtaza Ali5
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Abstract

Telemedicine is being widely studied and implemented to make healthcare accessible to remote
areas. This paper presents development and demonstration of ECG measurement prototype system
designed for telemedicine application. The prototype e-ECG system is based on MDK board from
Texas Instrument (TI) and has been augmented with transmission/reception capability through GPRS
modem. Software for ECG recording, display, transmission to remote server and downloading has
also been developed. Recorded ECG plots can be made readily available to a consultant in an urban
hospital and diagnosis can be provided to the patient in a very short span of time. The system has
been successfully demonstrated in different environments.
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